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OBJECT OF J.~"VESTIGATION 

The object of the investigation here described waS to deterinine 
by a definite, systematic, tmd well-controlledstudy of. the characrer- . 
is tics of Rambouillet sheep the factors which influence the production 
of wool by this breed under typical conditions of th@. westex:n inter-
mountainrsnges. The practical value of this study lies in the 
development of information for the betternient of the sh~ep and 
wool-growing industry. This particular study analyzes the influences 
of the following factors: Age of sheep; weight of fleece; weights. of 
moisture, grease, and dirt in the fleeces; length of staple; fineness 
of fiber; character of the fleece; densityof'fleece; face covering of 
sheep; skin folds on sheep; body weight of sheep; and the mutton 
conformation or type, condition, back, rump, and Jeg of the sheep_ 
The influences reported have reference entirely to wool production. 

This bulletin contains the basic data and technical discussion. 
A popular discussion is planned for later publication.. 

HISTORY OF THE WORK 
\ 

The Bureau of Animal Industry began breeding Rambouillet sheep. 
in 1908 at Laramie, Wyo., and continued there until 19177 when, 
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the Docks were transferred· to the newly established United States 
sheep e:\."periment station near Dubois,' Idaho. In. 1915 President 
Wilson, acting under authority previously granted by Congress, 
withdrew from settlement about 28,000 acres of typical spririg-fall 
grazing land for the specific purpose of develop.ing a sheep experi-. 
ment station where the Bureau of Animal Industry could conduct 
definite investigations of problems relating to the range sheep indus
try. These lands were at that time wholly undeveloped and con
stituted merely a sagebrush desert at an elevation ,of about 5,900 feet. 
A preliminary period of about three years was devoted to building 
up the equipment of the station needed for conducting definite 
experiments with large range bands of sheep. (Fig. 1.) It was 
necessary for the investiga,tors to blaze their trail, as no one had gone 
before them in this particular field of endeavor. Much time has 

FIn. I.-United St&tes sheep e:.perimeot station, Dubois, 'Idaho. The ewes in the foreground are 
Rambouillets. At the left are sheep sheds, shearing shed, and corrals; at the right is the horse 
barn. In the background, from left to right, are the superinteo.dent's cottagn, the office and 
commissnry building (at the left of the silo), the ice house, garage, weil house,shepherd's cottager 
aDd labocers' cottagn. The illevation at this location is 5,900 feet. The weil is 750 feet deep ana 
provides an abundance of oxceilent water. Lambing and most of the precise experimental oper
ations with the sheep are conducted at these headquarters 

been required for working out original methods of studying problems 
1lllder open range conditions, and for bringing the results of the 
eXperiments to the stage of maturit,y esr?,ential for publication. 

The requirements of the work also extended to the development of 
a wool laboratory at the United States animal husbandry experiment 
farm, Belts~Jle, Md., where the experimental fleeces were analyzed 
for their content of moisture, grease, dirt, and clean wool. This 
phase of the work proved to be one of the most difficult, and it took 
several years of vigilant research ':'<)' develop a satisfact.ory proces~: 
of wool scouring for use in making thede specific determinations. . t 

METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA 

MANAGEMENT OF THE SHEEP 

All the sheep used in these experi.."llents were well-bred RambouiJlet 
ewes. They were purebred, although some of them were-not oflic'iiilly 
.registered in the American Ra:tnbouillet Sheep Breeders' Association': 

.~..~ 
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The sheep were handled in bands under typical raJ:!ge conditions 
and by practical methods. They were sheltered onlY at lambing 
time and were required to graze on the range from the opening of 
spring in March or April until almost snoW'..b01.illd in December or 
January. From December or January until March or April they 
were fed in the'irrigated valley!? on alfalfa hay. From about one 
month before lambing until. good grazing was available on the range 
they were fed a limited allowance of corn in addition to their hay. 
Ewes that lambed at the lambing shed before good grazing was 
available were fed 1 or 2 pounds of sunflower silage a head daily, 
together with about one-half to three-quarters of a pound of grain 
(corn, 'barley, or oats) daily for each ewe arid as much alfalfa hay as 
they wo~d clean up readily. 

In the spring and fall these ewes grazed on typical spring-fall range 
of the sagebrush type near Dubois, Idaho. 'l'heir summers were spent 0, 

in the Targhee National Forest, about 40 or 50 miles west of Yellow
stone National Park, where they usually found an abundance of lush, 
palatable forage. During the late fall and winter they were allowed 
to graze in the deep canyons of the Lemhi National Forest about 40 
miles southwest of Dubois until snowstorms made it necessary to 
drive them back toward the headquarters of the sheep experiment 
station, stopping in the irrigated valley about 10 miles west of Dubois. 
There they fed on alfalfa hay until lambing time when they were 
moved to the lambing sheds of the station, 6 miles north of Dubois. 

The fleeces used in these studies were sheared during the first week 
of June in 1921, 1923, and 1924. The fleeces from ewes older than 
the yearlings were of exactly one year's growth, whereas the fleeces 
from the yearling ewes had grown for a period of from 12 to 14 
months. 

.' 
SCOIDiliG, SAMPLING, MEASURING, AND WEIGHING SHEEP AND WOOL 

A few days before shearing, the lleeces of the yearling ewes were 
scored individually for fineness, character, density, and face covering 
of wool. DurinO' the process of shearing a sample of approximately 
1 pound of woof was taken from the side of each fleece, both from 
yearlings and mature ewes, placed in a lacquered tin container, and 
capped with a tight-fittwO' lacquered tin lid. as shown at the extreme 
left of Figure 2. After ail sheep were sheared the samples were first 
used for measuring the length of th3 staple of the fleece of each ewe 
used in this investigation. . 

The live weight of the yearling ewes was taken each year after they 
were sheared. As soon as each of these yearling ewes was weighed 
she was scored for mutton conformation or type, condition, back, 
rump, and leg, and the folding of the skin. 

The fleece samples which were used for measuring length of staple 
were shipped to the animal husbandry experiment farm, Beltsville, 
Md., and used for determining the weights of moisture, grease, dirt, 
and clean wool in the respective fleeces. The fleeces were all weighed 
individually as soon as they were sheared and these weights were used 
in calculating the weights of moisture, grease, dirt, and. clean wool of 
e&:ch entire fleece by- application of the percentages of these various 
constituents found ill the samples of the respective fleeces, 
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DETERMINING CONTENT OF MOISTURE. GREASE. DIRT. AN!) CLEAN WOOL IN 
FLEECES 

A 250-gram portion of wool was taken from each fleece sample for 
use in the laboratory determinations of moisture, grease, dirt, and 
clean wool per fleece. These samples of 250 grams each were placed 
in wire-mesh baskets and dried in a conditioning oven (fig. 3) for So 

period of three hours at a temperature of 50° C., after which they were 
weighed before removing from the oven. The weight of the condi
tioned (dried) wool subtracted from theoriginal, unconditioned weight 
of the same sample gave a difference which represented the weight of 
the moisture remove(1. by this drying process. However, it should be 
understood that drying these wool samples for three hours at 50° was 
not sufficient to remove all the moisture that actually existed in the 
wool. Some tests were conducted to determine how much moisture 

FIG. 2.-W001 containers, balance, and record book. The square containers show the kind of 
receptacle used Cor shipping samples of wool and storing them at the wool laboratory, Beltsvillo, 
Md. When the wool is to be prepared for scouring, the container is opened and wool placed in 
the basket shown on the balance 

still remained in the wool at the close of the three hours of drying at 
50°, and it was found to average approximately half of the weight 
of moisture that existed in the onginal, unconditioned samples. 
Although this conditioning process did not give moisture-free weights, 
the amount of drying practiced brought the moisture content down to 
wha 1) seemed, to the investigators, to be sufficiently constant for this 
pl1rticular study of large numbers of fleeces. 

After this conditioning of the unscoured sllIDples of wool they were 
placed in extraction containers and washed with high-test gasoline 
to remove the grease. (Fig. 4.) Three extractions or washings with 
gasoline were made on each sample, the gasoline being allowed to 
filter off through filter paper after each extraction, thus s~ving the 
dirt with the wool and removing the grease. The grease removed 
in this way was considered the grease content of the wool. After 
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Fill, a. \ro(,I~{·tlnlhlil}njn(.!; o\'en. ~otc the method of weighiuJ,{ w(101 ha."kl·f.s wit.hout opening' 
tilt"' gl:\....;,s door. Btt....kpls nrl~ brollght into position for w('ighing hy turning the whel'l ~hown bl" 
low the {)\'PTt door. \\'hen in position the busket is hooked into the weighing: apparatus 

F'rc,. L -nf{'Jl~(l-i·~tnH'lion nppnrnttls. Extruction contnin(lrs nf(l shown in thr riJ!ht hulf nf 
thi-> ill U:-.LI'al ion with IiIt(lr pl\lX'r~ 1 nNHh. The bu.• ..;kt'ts of wool W(lre Ilhll'lld in lhl'SO ('ort~ 
t~lirWN and gasoliup wns potlfPd into tIll' contnim"'fs until it \vas within ~ itwill's of tlw top~. 
r~id-.{ WI'fl' pJaI'l l d on ~hp (lontaincrs nfter tht' wool hud lW{lD gentl~~ ugilatpd in thl.:-: gnsoliu(I bath, 
and lhl'" J!3.";nlinf' wus ullow('d to shUll! ·15 rninlltl\.o;. Artt'r nttCrlul!, til(' ~nso"np wa.c; rNllrtwd to 
lht' pn's."HIrI' tonk, ;\, It Wit..... thNl for('('d Into tlw distillnlioll tank, H, ('ondt'll."ipd illlnuk (J'
Bnd n)tt~rtll'd throul!h ('OJJt'l't.lII~ tunk ]) nud tlw ItpP4~r Jli/H.\S into I'~. ..:\t I'~ L.. shown the l'ar 
till' 1)t~:\r1l1g tllf.· wcpkly schedule of \\"ork, A curd wus USf.'l for euch <lny':; program 
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being degreased the samples were placed in a hot-air blower-drier 
for an hour, where air heated to approximately 60° O. was forced to 
circulate through the wool. (Fig. 5.) The samples, including the 
respective filter papers and dirt, were then dried in the oven again for 
a period of three hours at a temperature of 50° O. and then weighed 
before being removed from the oven. The difference between this 
second conditioned weight and the first conditioned weight of the 
samples represented the weight of the grease removed by gasoline
extraction. 

The samples were next washed in a solution of water and a neutral 
soap, at 40° C., and rinsed at the same temperature. (Fig. 6.) The 
excess moisture was driven off by the use of a centrifugal drier and by 

drying in the blower 
at about 60° O. for 
eight hours, after 
which they were con
ditioned in the oven 
at 50° O. for three 
hours. The weight 
of the clean wool was 
then taken at the end 
of this period of three 
hours. This weight 
of clean wool, sub
tracted from the 
weight taken after 
the degreasing proc
ess, gave the weight 
of the dirt that was 
washed out of the 
sample. The weights 
of moisture, grease, 
dirt, and clean wool 
were then used in cal
culating the parcent
ages of those constit
uents in the 250-gram 
sample of greasy wool. 

FIG. 5.-Degreased wool airing alter three treatments 0: gasoline. Thes e percentages
Tbe two lllrgc cans sbown in the foreground colicct the gasoline were applied to thefrom thc gllSolinc stili In tbe renr. Ait pipe A connects lower and 
upper parts of the blower-dricr used for drying wool ntter washing weights of the entire 

fleeces as a means of 
determining the calculated weights of moist.ure, grease, dirt, and clean 
wool in the respective fleeces. 

This method was tested at all stages and was found to be sufficiently 
accurate for use when considering averages of large numbers of 
fleeces. In order to determine the reliability of this system, 98 whole 
fleeces of wool produced at the sbeep experiment station were divided 
into the Seven parts-viz, neck, shoulder, back, sides, belly, rump, 
and breech-and each part of each fleece was scoured separately hy 
the process above described in an effort to determine which part of 
the fleece would be the most representative sample of the entire 
fleece with respect to the content of grease, dirt, and clean wool. 
Fifty of these fleeces were from Rambouillet ewes and the other 48 
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wrTr from ewes of the longwool-finewool crossbred types. The 
!'l'sult" from the 50 Rambouillet fleeces arc illustrated in J;'igure 9. 
Thr part found to he most satisfactory was the side of the fleece. 

"'hen thc work of sampling the fleeces was begun for these investi
g!Ltions, the samples were taken at the side of the shoulder. The 
sp('('inl h'sting of variolls parts showed that the shouider samples 
w('rc nPltriy as tme rcpresentati\Tcs of the entire fleece as the side, 
hut as the siell's of Rambouillet fleeces averaged almost exactly the 
same J)prrentagc of clean wool as the whole fleeccs from which they 
'we['p takpll, whik the shoulder samples yielded approximately an 

Fl',. ti.-W,,,,hillg lIppnrntlls. 'I'hl' empty wl1shing baskets nre shown in the first tub and the 
wll..... hiog ba..<;;kt-ts HlI(I,1 WIth wool in the ~el'oJlll tub.. "'hen this apparatus wus in opt"lration the 
wa..I{hing has k(}t~ \\-'ould rL.<'a-, 1Il0\'C from ('ntl to end, nnd fall. Xote the hol(>s in the pnrtition be
tWP,'1l the llr.-l '1JIr1 ,,'cuncl tubs. Wat,'r was 11110w('<1 to rise almost to thrse holl's in one tut) 
and Wa..' tht'n ~htJt ott. In (~~"'I" of an o\"t'rUow the holes pn"~('nt~d flooding. The water wus 
h"ilt.,,, hy st!'alll pip,'s ill lh(, bOltom of ":leh tub. At the ri~ht or A is thr electric switch but
tOlland th~ motor B that dron'llJe wnshin~ rnachin('r~p. 'Phe ordinnry riothps wringe-r shown 
in tlw 111 rt (on'grounr! w:t..{ wwd (or wringing Wnt('r from wa.~)wd, rins('u wool snmplps. Air 
Ilipt· (" (·(jI1(hu,t~·d .air into hl'ating- tank D of the hlowcr·dril'r. 'rim hent(l(i nir rt·turnNI 
through tlu1 1Jpppr part of th~ hlowl'r-tiril'f wlWn' thp baskets of wool ' ...·erc pI6(,:11U for drying and 
the aIr [l,c-;.;ed out of t lie drrcr through pipe shown at E 

a n'rngp of ~~ per ('ent more dean wool, the samples thereafter ,.-ere 
tHk('n frotH tlH' sidp. Specifically, the sampling was at the side of 
til(' ::hould('l' (Ilean'st to the tl'ur silmple) in 1921 and at the side of 
the hody of all fIerces srunpled after that year. 

III tll(1 ~ttldv !lbo\'c mentioned for the 50 Rambouillct fleeces the 
sid(\ Sillllpips {n addition to !L\'emging apPl'oximatcly the same pcr
(,pntage or CI(,IUl wool, as the whole Iioerrs also a\'emgcd only about 
I [WI' ('('II t lIlo['e g[,Ptlse Rnd 1 pet' rent less dilt thlUl the whole fleeces. 
Corrl'llttiolt studi('s with thl' 9S flpr('Ps nbo\'c rd('ITCd to rcvealed 
that in elelln wool there WIH:i a positin) corrt'intion of 0.7.5 ± O.Oil 
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between the side samples and the whole fleeces and 0.75 ± 0.03 
between the shoulder samples and the whole fleeces. For grease, 
the coefficient was 0.82 ± 0.02 between the side and the whole fleece 
and 0.87 ± 0.02 between the shoulder and the whole fleece. In the 
case of dirt the side correlated 0.68 ± 0.04 with the entire fleece and 
the shoulder sample 0.69 ± 0.04. Xn the light of these results the 
data presented in this bulletin are regarded as thoroughly reliable. 

To determine about how large the number of fleeces should be to 
insure reliable averages a concrete test was made. A total of 50 

fleeces was used in 
this test, 30 of which 
were from Rambouil~ 
let ewes, 10 from 
Corriedale ewes, and 
10 from Columbia 
ewes. Each of these 
50 fleeces was sam~ 
pled in the regular 
way at the side and 
these side. samples 
were put through the 
standard scouring 
process. In a sepa~ 
rate operation the 
remainder of the wool 
of each fleece was also 
scoured by the stand~ 
ard process. The side 
samples from the 30 
Rambouillet fleeces 
averaged a yield of 
35.62 per cent clean 
wool and the actual 
yield of the 30 entire 
fleeces was 34.79 per 
cent. The clean~wool 
yield for the side sam~ 

FIG. i.-A centritugal type of washing machine which was used for pIes of the 10 Corri~ 
removing wuter from freshly washed wool. The bowl here shown 
on top of the cover of tho machine Is, of course, inside when in dale fleeces was 38.08 
operation. The machine Is driven by the electric motor shown t hil th 
beneath. Much of the water in the wool Is removed throu!th the per cen, wee 
holes In the bowl so that the wool may be efficiently dried 1D the act'llal yield of all the 
oven. This method of removing water from the wool was found 
to be more satisfactory than depending entirely on the clothes clean wool in these 
Wringer, which occasionally left so much water In certain clumps fl ted 
of wool that It Interfered with the oven-drying process same eeces amoun 

to 40.79 per cent. 
The side samples from the 10 Columbia fleeces yielded an average of 
44.46 per cent and all the clean wool in these fleeces amounted to 42.87 
per cent of the original raw weight. Combining all the above-men
tioned 50 fleeces it was found that the side samples from them 
averaged a yield of 37.88 per cent of clean wool and all the clean 
wool amounted to ~7.50per cent of their original unscoured weight. 

It will be seen from these various comparisons of yields from the 
samples and their respective entire fleeces that the variations are both 
positive and negative,· Because of these compensating deviations it 
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is possible to improve the agreements between averages of samples 
and their whole flleeces by having an increase in the number of fleeces 

l'·IG. 8.' -Baskets lof wool A, Raw wool before scouring; B, de greased wool, dirt remaining; C, 
clean scoured wool, free from greuse and dirt 

averaged. These figures show that as tb.e number of fleeces increase 
from 10 to 50 there is considerable inprovement in the agreements 

/3 

~/'y~~47~~"IIII"~4.~~~IIIIIIC:/.~~!:~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 
tl.5"/.o£o5' 

~~K$ 
l'I 
~ A?V~P$ 

~ BRC'£CNC'S .1I1I.GE~II.:2[::E~~~~~Z2~~~~ 
~ 
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<':J /0 20 ~o 40 SO 60 70 eo 90 /00 
~~R C£/Io'7" 

FIG. g.-The average content of clenn wool, grease, and dirt in 50 Rambouillet fleeces. The side 
samples of these fleeces had practically the same average content of clean wool as the whole 
fleeces from which tbese side samples were taken 

between averages of the samples and averages of the whole fleeces 
they represent. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

All the data essential to this investigation were assembled foreMlh 
individual ewe. A statistical code was developed for the analysis of 
~he~ datI.'" by the H?llerith sy~tem of s!>rting~a';ld. tabulating; .includ
mg Important steps ill. correlatIOn studies .. This mvolved the use of 
punched cards, one card being used for each ewe. These cards were 
sorted ipto yearly gr()UPS and then for correlation tables which, 
besides showing frequency distributions, revealed. the relation of each 
wool and sheep factor to the primary wool factor:;. By decoding these 
tables the averages of the various factors were determined in their 
relation to each other. These punch caras were then resorted,each 
factor being considered separately, and tabula¥ld by the Hollerith 
tabulating machine in such a manner ast<> obtain the sum of the 
items, their squares,and their products. From these tabulations the 
means, standard deviations. coefficients of correlation, and probable 
errors were calculated. 

. . 
DISCUSSION. OF FACTORS WIDCR llNFLUENCE WOOL PRODUCn:ON 

Tables 1 to 18 contain the number of fleeces,weights, measures, and 
percentages for the various factors that are covered in this investiga

tion, and Table 19 presents the coefficients of correlation determined 

for each factor. Specialized students of sheep breeding will find the 

coefficients in Table 19 of interest and useful in obtaining a prompt 

understanding of the relationships which exist among the factors 


. considered throughout the bulletin.. Readers who are not accustomed 

to thinking in terms of correlation coefficients should be able to get 

much of the -substance of this bulletin from the other tables and .dis

cussions, which are presented in a form more readily understood by 

the majority of readers. . 

The basic tables (1 to 18) give values in terms_of weights, measures, 
judgments, and relative degrees of perfection;-'as well as values in 
percentages which are based on the respective values shown in the 
headings of the tables. The expression "number of fleeces II ill each 
table refers to the number of fleeces for each respective grouping. The 
term "per cent of grang average" in these tables expresses in percent
age the proportion of the respective values to the grand avera~e value 
for the one particular line of values in question. For example, ill Table 
1 the first percentage number at the left side of the top of the table is 
85.00. This means that the value of 9.12 pounds, the average weight 
of the 252 unscoured fleeces from the yearling ewes, is 85 per cent of 
the grand average weight of 10.73 pounds for aU the 1,850 unscoured 
fleeces in that major group. Thus the figure 85.00 is simply a per- ' 
centage expression for the respeci;i-ve values based on the grand aver
age, a percentage value of 100 being assigned to each grand average. 
Therefore the figures along a given horizontal line in the tables show 
the rise and faU of the various group averages from the respective 
grand average value. 

The variation in the total number of fleeces in the various groups 
is due to the variation in the amount of data availahle for the·different 
factors. In Tables 1 to 18 all fleeces for which data were available 
were used in each ~roup, whereas in Table 19 use is. made of only the 
990 fleeces for whICh data are available in all the relatil,')llships con
sidered. In Tables 8 and 10 to 18, inclusive, it will be noted that in 
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liho cases of relation of fineness to density of fleece the numbers of 
fleeces are smaller, ranging from 702 to 827. This was due to the 
fact that the data for those factors were based entirely on the records 
for the first or yearling fleeces. For this same reason no coefficients 
of correlation are shown in Table 19 between age of sheep and fineness 
of fleece and between age of sheep and. density of fleece. Further 
inspection of Table 19 will show that no coefficients of correlation 
have been given for moisture nor for dirt in the fleeces as related to 
the body weight and mutton factors of the sheep. These were 
regarded as unimportant. 

DESCmPTJON OF FACTORS.. 
An explanation of the exact meaning of the various factors studied is 

essential to a clear undeI'Standing of the results. The factor" age of 
sheep" is recorded in years. As the shearing of the fleeces occurred 
each year during' the week in which June 1 occurred and as the birth 
of these ewes occurred in March, April, and May their ages at the 
time of shearing were close to the exact number of years recorded, 
exceeding that in no case more than three months. 

The unscoured-fleece weights were taken at the shearing floor. 
They represent all the unscoured wool of the respective fleeces except 
the heavy dung locks. The scoured-fleece weights were calculated by 
applying the percentages of clean wool found in the samples to the 
unscoured-fleece weight of each respective fleece. In this same way 
for each fleece the separate weights of moisture, of grease (extracted 
by gasoline), and of dirt were calculated on the percentages based, 
in turn, on the sample analyses and the unscoured-fleece weights. 

Length of staple for each fleece was measured to the nearest one
eighth of an inch, using representative staples from the regular side 
samples of the fleeces. 

Fineness of the fleeces was taken at the side of the fleece for the first 
or yearling fleeces by investigators thoroughly trained and experi
enced in the judging of fineness of wool by the Bradford spinning '-', 
count system refined to the point of using every count as shown in 
Table 8. This Bradford system of Bradford, England, is now 
essentially the same as the numerical expression of the ofrcial wool 
grade standards of the United States, which ranges from as coarse as 
36s to as fine as 80s. The various counts or numbers actually used in 
commerce are 36s, 40s, 44s, 46s, 48s, 50s, 568, 58s, 608, 64s, 70s, and 80s. 
In this experimental work a refinement of the system or a dividing up 
of these various steps was found essential but there is a very close 
resemblance of the experimental system used and the commercial 
system here described. Grouping these numbers into the old Ameri
can wool grades one obtains 36s and 40s coinciding with braid wool; 
44s is common; 468 low quarter blood; 48s and 50s quarter blood; 
56s (including the experimental counts 52s, 54s, and 56s) is three
eighths blood; 58s and 60s are half blood; 64s and higher are known 
as fine wool. 

The character of the wool was judged at the sides of the fleeces, 

this judging being done by specialists thoroughly trained and ex

perienced in the judging of character of wool. This factor" character 

of fleece" consists of regularity of cri!llP, luster or brightness, and 

evenness of distribution of wool oil or grease from the inner to the 

outer part of the fleece or staple and throughout the various parts of 
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that portion of the fleece which is judged ·for character. This factor 
"character of fleece" was graded by what bureau sheep specialists 
have termed the "five count score system." The figure 1 was 
recorded for character that was judged as having a charactGl' of from 
90.1 to 100 per cent perfect e.nd the fleeces of this group were assigned 
a character value of 95 per cent. The group or grade 2 equaled an 
interval of dO.1 to 90 per cent with an assigned value of 85 per cent; 
grade 3 represented 70.1 to 80 or a group value of 75 per cent; grade 4 
stood for 60.1 to 70 or a value of 65 per cent, and grade. 5 was used to 
include the character values as low as or lower than 60 per cent, with 
an assigned value of 55 per cent. This lowest group, known as grade 
5, seldom contained fleeces of a character value less,than about 50 per 
cent, thus the interval for this grade was regarded as 50.1 to 60 per 
cent or an average of 55 per cent of perfect. With the spread of 10 
per cent of value for each grade there could in theory be 10 different 
grades, but values for character of fleece that were lower than grade 5 
were so very infrequent that further grade distinction beyond grade 5 
was not of sufficient importance to make any worth-while impression 
on the statistical studies of this investigation. This same grading 
(or five cOlmt score) system was also used in the recording of values 
for the factors known. as density of fleece, face covering of sheep, 
skin folds, and for the mutton factors of type, condition, back, rump, 
and leg. However, it will be noted in this bulletin that all these 
grade values for these various factors have been translated into 
percentage. 

Density of fleece was judged by the touch of the hands of trained 
and experienced judges. For fleeces of unusual length they verified. 
their decision by parting the fleeces and examining the apparent den
sity of the fibers on the skin of the sheep. When a judge grasped a 
handful of the wool of the fleece on the back or side of the sheep 
the sensation of extreme fullness or dem;;ity was experienced witli 
the densest fleeces and when releasing the hand from the grasp the 
wool would promptly spring back into its original shape. The re
verse of this condition was experienced with fleeces that were decidedly 
lacking in density-i. e" the judge when grasping at an open fleece 
low in density value would experience a sensation of emptiness or a 
lack of fullness. Specific tests have proved that judges who were 
thorougl,ly trained and experienced in the judging of the density of 
fleeces were able to render independent judgments that agreed. or 
correlated to a relatively high degree, thus making it possible to 
determine specific degrees of density of these experimental fleeces 
with sufficient accuracy for the work of this investigation. 

Face covering of the sheep was graded on the basis of a bare face 
being of greatest value and the extreme of covering or wool blindness 
being of lowest value. It is recognized that neither of these extremes 
is most acceptable to all or even a majority of 'Rambouillet sheep 
breeders, but this system of grading or evaluating face covering. 
provided an efficient statistical method of recording the degree of 
face covering found. As practical range-sheep producers prefer 
freedom from wool blindness the extreme of freedom from face cov
ering was given the highest value. Therefore, in reviewing the 
tables the reader will need to understand that the expression "per 
cent of perfect" in the case of face covering signifies "per cent of 
total absence of face covering." It was found that independent 
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decisions of the iudges on. fac.e covering were in:very high agreement, 
and the data on this factor are conSidered very reliable. .. 

Skin folds of the sheep were graded onthe basis of the absence of 
skin folds being of. greatest value-i. e., the highest grade for this 
c~aracter of skin folds was given to the sheep thatwas.fIDooth ~d 

. Wlthout folds and thelowest grade to the sheep that was most heavily 
folded. The gvades on the neck folds (skin folds on the neck of the 
sheep) were used for this study, although bodjr folds were actually 
graded separately from the neck folds. The neck folds were regarded 
most satisfactory fot USe. in . this relationship study because normal. 
Rambouillet sheep of the'group studied. that had any appreciable 
amount of skin folding were almost sure to show it on the neck. 
Some sheep that were smooth on the body had.neckfo~qs, but:.those 
smooth on the neck were almost sure to be smooth on ~lle body. A 
special study was. made of the colTelationbetween neck and body 
folds on the same Rambouillet sheep, using approximately 90 indi;.. 
vidual ewes, and it. was found that neck and. body folds measure 
practically the same thing. While most practical sheep producers 
prefer absence of folds to a rather high degree, it is recognized that 
many breeders of purebred RambOuillet sheep. are opposed to, plain 
bodies absolutely free from any folds. As in the case of face cover
ing, the system used for studying skin folds was designed to determine 
the facts, and it involves no prejudice whatever concerning the most 
satisfactory degree of folding. 

The factor, body weight, is based upon the shorn-body weight of 
.each ewe when a yearling. This weight was taken promptly after 
shearing. It was regarded as the. most comp!U'able and reliable 
weight taken duri.pg the life of a ewe. ' 
~Iutton type is the factor which relates to the general appMranCe 

of a sheep from the viewpoint of mutton conformation. The highest 
development of this mutton type requires a rectangular body outline; 
The back or top line must be approximately straight and the under
line should approach a parallel to it. The body must be relatively , 

, deep and broad throughout. The legs and feet should. be plaued 
squarely under the body, and in length the, legs should, be well pro
portioned to the body. The neck should be snugly joined to the 
shoulders and only long enough to be in good proportion to the body. 
The head should be broad bllt well proportioned and carried with 
style and alertness. In all respects there !3hould be a high degree of 
symmetry to the general appearance of the body and the sheep must 
be strictly typical of the Rambouillet breed. 
, Mutton condition is the factor which pertains to the degree of 
fatness. The highest grade of this factor admitted sheep that were 
fat enough to grade as choice on the slaughter market. Of course 
very few range sheep would grade as high as prime so that such of, 
them as were found were grouped with tHose of the choice grade. 
Tills highest or choice grade has been assigned an average value of 

. 95 per cent perfect. For breeding ewes a condition that would grade 
higher than choice is regarded as having no advantage. The second, 
or No.. 2, grade has been assigned a value of 85 per cent and the grades 
medium, common, and cull were valued respectively as averaging 75, 
65, and 55 per cent of perfect. 

Mutton back is the factor that includes the entire back from the 
. top of the shoulders or withers to the Fear of tl:e loin. " High develop
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ment of the bac~ requires. straightness,. stre~g.th,·and ribs ~!lfficiently 
well sprung to give full Wldth -:t<>the back III good proPQrtlOn to the 
rest of the b9dy. . The mutton tumpof highest. value must be broad, 
level, and tUll. Rambouillets, like mos~ fine-wool sheep, have a' 
tendency to a drQoping conformation in ilie rmnpand a comparison 
of Tables 16 and 17 shows that the number of the ewes grading high 
in the rulnp was much less than the number that graded high in the 
back Mutton leg, the last factor considere4.,was graded on the 
basis of' the plumpness of the thigh. Table 18 shows . that the prO
portion of these ewes that graded choice or 95 per cent perfect in 
leg is relatively lower than fOf the other muttoniactors. Fullness·of 
development in the leg of muttorisuf.ijcient to grade as high as 
choice is very har<-\ to attain in fine-wool sheep~ All the grades anG: 
values placed on these mutton factors were in strict accordance with 
those described for mutton condition. 

, , 
AGE OF .SHEEP 

The sheep used were ewes from 1 to 7 years old, only an insignificant 
number being older than 7 years. Fleeces were taken from 'the. 
yearlings when they averaged slightly more than a year old. These 
yearling fleeces averaged a growth of 407 days from the date of birth. 
The fleeces that were from ewes 2 years old or older were almost 
exactly of one yell.r's growth, being sheared each year in the week 
that included June 1. 

TABLE I.-Age of sheep in relatt'on to other jactOrsin wool production 

; 

. .Age o( sheep, In years I 
~~ Grand

Factor ber of aver· 
11 2 3 4 5 6 fleeces age70r 

older 

Fleece weight, unscoured: 
Number of fleeces__..______ 274 .252 359 333 '251 221 160 1,850
Average weight, pounds __ • 9.12 10.43 11.Ii9 1l.14 11.'20 11.12 10.22 --10:73--- .. ---Per cent of grand average __ 85.00 97.20 lOS. 01 103.8Z 1();}:38 103:63 00.25 100.00 

Fleece weight, scoured: 
Number or fleeces....______ 247 200 251 2(}i 191 178 119 1,486
A '.erage weight, pounds ___ 3.62 4.11 4. 48 3.98 3.76 3.95 3.34 --Too 
Per cent of grand average __ 91.6li 104.00 113.42 100.76 00.19 100.00 84.M --_...--- 100.00 

Moisture driven oIY:
Number or fleeces_.._______ 247 2\l6 251 2(}i 191 178 119 _______ 0.46Average weight, pDunds ___ 0.40 0.43 0.49 0.00 0.51 0.47 0.45 1,486 r-----
Per cen t pC granil average .. 86.00 93.48 106.52 108. 70 110.87 102. 17 97.83 __ ••___ 100.00 

Grease:
Number of fleeces_.._______ 247 200 251 2(}i 191 178 119 1,486 ______• 

_______ 1.54 
Per cent of grand average __1 76.62 00. 91 112.34 103.90 111.04 113.04 97.40 ------- 100.00 
Average weight, pounds ___ 1.18 un 1.73 1.60 1.71 1.75 1.50 

Dirt:
Number of fleeces....______ 247 200 251 2(}i 191 178 119 
Average weight, pounds ___ 3.92 4.47 5. OS 5.16 5.36 5.12 Ii. 00 

1,486. '--4:'82 
Per cent of grand a.verage •• 81.33 92.74 100.39 101.00 111.20 106. 22 104. 77 100.00 

Length of staple:
Number of fleeces ...._____• 248 298 256 217 194 ISO 123 l,Ii16
Average length, inches ..___ 2.48 2. 31 2.25 2.17 2.06 2.02 1.92 __ "'_0·_- --'i':ii 
Per cent of grand average .. 112. 22 104.52 101. 81 98.19 93.21 86.889·':40 ----- .... 100',00

Character o( fleece: 
Number of fleeces..________ 248 30l 2lili 217 194 ISO 116 1;511 --Si-i' 
Per cen.t of grand average_. 100.71 100.83 100.48 101.19 100.59 97.00 00.20 100.00 
Average ver cen t of perfect. 84.7 84.8 84.5 85.1 84.6 82.0 SO. 9 --------..----
Reduce lIoocoo of yearlings to 36li days' growth by deducting 10 per cent from weights and length. 

Reference to Table 1 shows that the average fleece weights increased 
with the age of the sheep up to 3 years of age and in general there was 
a decline in fleece weight after that age. The one exception was a 
very slight increase in the fleece weights of tbe 5·year-olds over those 

I 
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of the 4-year-olds. Likewise,' the scoured-fleece weights of these same 
fleeces were heaviest for the 3-year-old ewes, with a geni1ral decline 
afte~ that age except that the fleeces of the 6-year-olds yielded an 
average of 0.19 pound of .clean wool more than the 5-year-olds. 
(FiB. 10.) 

The weight of moisture per fleece was least for the yearlings, and it 
advanced up t<5 the age of 5 years and then declined. The weight of 
grease per fleece W!I.S least for the yearlings, and it advanced to the age 
of 3 years, declining rather sharply for 4-year-olds, rising abruptly 
for ewes that were 5 and 6 years old, and in the'119 fleeces from 
7-year-old ewes it declined to slightly below the grand average for the 
entire group of 1,486 fleeces. The wdghts of dirt per fle~ce were least 
for yearlings, rising 
ste.!l.dily to the age of 5 $" 

years and then deolin- ~ 
mg. !ij

The length of staple f4j 

was longest in the year- ~~ 

ling fleeces. They aver- ~ J.6Z 


aged 12 per cent longer ~ 

,than the grand average ~3 i- _ i- ,- f- f 
of 2.21 inches for the ~ f-.,- 

entire group of 1,516 ~ 
fleeces. As the age of ~ 
the sheep advanced ~ Z I- - I- f- r-: - I- "

there was a steady de- "J 

cline in the length of \f 

staple, the 7-year-old Ie. 

ewes averaging only ~ / - I- :- - _ f- - I 
1.92 inches or about 13 ~ 

per cent less than the ~ 

grand average length. ~ 

This factor, length of ~ 0 _ -- - '- '- '- .......
L-" 

t 1 . fl d / 2 ., 4f. 4" #I ? Q"'~
S ap e, was In uence A'G£ 0,,:' ~H£-=P('y~~ 

more by age than any 


FIG. lO.-Age as a factor in the production of actual, clean wool. of the other factors. The 3-year-old ewes produced the fleeces that averaged the
The character of the hcaviest in clenn wool, and the clean·wool fleece weights from 

ewes as old as or older than 7 years were the lightest. Note
fleece was not greatly the steady increase in fleece w'llights of clean wool from yearlin~

to 3·year-olds and the genernl decline after the age of 3 years. aff t d by age. ow- The hasic data are shown in Table 1 ec e H 
ever, the fleeces from 
ewes from 1 to 5 years old averaged slightly better than the grand 
average and t.hose from ewes 6 and 7 years old were slightly less choice 
in character. 

FLEECE WEIGHT 

Ia analyzing the relationship of fleece weight to the various other 
factors in wool production the unscoured weights were studied separ
ately from the scoured weights. Table 2 shows that as the weights of 
the un scoured fleeces increased their weights of scoured clean wool 
increased. This was also true of the separate weights of moisture, 
grease, and dirt per fleece as related to the unscoured-fleece weights. 
The unscoured fleeces that weighed the lightest had the shortest 
staple and those that weighed the heaviest had the longest staple, but 
between these extremes of weight and length there were some very 
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slight fluctuations, and in reality no important significance can be 
attached to. this relationship of unscoured-fleece weight and length. 
It a.ppears that this must be due to the heterogenous mixture of wool, 
moisture, grease, and dirt which makes qp the unscoured fleece, for 
the clean-wool content of these fleeces is positively and quite str(mgly 
related to the length of staple as shown in Table 3. Likewise fineness 
and character of fleece have no significant relation to unscoured-fleece 
weights. Density was least in the lightweight fleeces and greatest in 
the heavy fleeces and there was a consistent increase in density ~ith 
the increasem the weight of the unscoured fleeces. However, the 
increase in density was much less than the increase in weigh~. 

Table 2 shows that in general the light-er unscoured fleeces yielded 
the higher percentage of clean wool and the heavier ones the lower 
percentage. The percentage of' moisture was greatest in the unscoured 
fleeces weighing from 8 to 10 pounds, least in heavy fleeces weighing 
13 to 14 pounds, and just above the average in those fleeces that 
weighed the least. Fleeces under 11 pounds (unscoured) contained 
more than the average amount of moisture and those weighing 11 
pounds or more had less than the average amount of moisture. The 
percentage of grease was lowest in the lightest, unscoured fleeces and 
greatest in the heaviest fleeces, but it should be remembered that 
these are unscoured-fleece weights. Table 3 shows that this ,relation
ship reverses when the scoured, clean-fleece weight is related to the 
grease content. That is, the light;est scoured-fleece weights are very 
strongly associated with the largest percentage .of grease when that 
percentage ia based on the scoured-fleece weight and conversely the 
smallest percentage of grease, on this basis, is associated with the 
very heaviest scoured-fleece weights. Table 2 shows that when the 
percentage 9f dirt is based on the unscoured-fleece weight the lightest 
unscoured fleeces have the smallest percentage of dirt and the heaviest 
unscoured fleeces the largest pelcentage of dirt. However, this 
relationship is also reversed when the scoured weights of the fleeces 
are related to the percentage of dirt and when that percentage is 
based on the scoured weights. Table 3 shows that the proportioD, 
of the weight of dirt to the weight of clean wool is greatest for dirt 
in the ligntweight scoured fleeces and greatest for clean wool .in the 
heavyweight scoured fleeces. That is, the ~eatest proportion of dirt 
to clean wool came out of the fleeces havmg a light yield of clean 
wool, and, conversely, the smallest proportion of dirt to clean wool 
came out of the fleeces having a heavy yield of clean wool. 

Table 2 shows, in the column for grand avera~e, that the fleeces 
had 36.81 per cent clean wool, 4.29 per cent mOIsture (driven off), 
14.35 per cent grease, and 44.83 per cent dirt. These percentages, 
which are based on the weights of unscoured fleeces, add to a slight 
fraction more than 100 per cent on account of using decimals only to 
the second digit in connection with the numerous operations in multi
plication and division required in the computatlOn of the gx:and
average weights of wool moisture, grease, and dirt per fleece. 



TABLE2.-Fleece weight, 117UJCOUredf in relation to other jactors in wool production 

,;. Range lind 8vcrnge welgbts In pounds of unscourod wool 

~ '---,-----,----1 Tottll Onm!!og Foetor 6 to 0.1111 7 to 7.1111 8 to 8.1111 II to 9.1111 10 to 10.111111 to 11.111112 to 12.1111 i3 to 13.DIl14or mon' ;~~~ average I


l 6.5 7.5 8.5 11.5 111.5 n.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 ~ 
00 ,_______ ____ _ ___ --------1---1 

1 Flce:u~~~~f~~=-:.__ ••••• .._._._ .. ... ...... .. 
:f 

_ __ ___ _____ __ I 
 27 72 174 261 320 278 181 102 81 
 i
1:/0) Average weight, pounds •••_. ____ .... __ •• ____ .._____......__ I, 4116 '------3~9.~
2. 72 2.112 3.33 3.52 3.~ 4.20 4.38 4.78 5.10'Per cent of grand avernge _______ ......____ ..._.............. 
 68.86 73.112 84.30 89.11 1111.24 106.33 110.89 121.01 131.39 100.00Per cent of average welgbt of unsclluro(\ IIcoeces.___________._ 41.85 38.93 39. IS 37.05 37.33 36.52 35.04 35.41, 3ji.79 36.81
Molstul'll driven off: 

Number of l1ooccs ......_..............______ ..___• __• __ ..__ 
 27 72 174 261 320 278 181 102 81
Average weight, pounds _____ • ___ ._. ___ •••••_•••••••_••••• _. 1,4116 '-------~46 ~ 
.28 .33 .39 .44 .46 .48 .52 .55 .60


Per cent of grand average .....__ •___ •••. __ .....__ .. __ ...._•• 6O.'ifl 71.74 84.78 95.65 100.00 104.35 113.04 n9.57 130.43 100.00
Per cent of average weight of unscoufL'\l IIt'flccs••••• __ •__ •••• 4.31 4.40 4.59 4.63 4.38 4.17 4.16 4.07 4.14 4.29 ~. 

Grease: 
Number of 1100008...............__......................... 27 72 174 261 320 102 81
mjAV(lrage weight, pounds. _________.. __ • __ ..........__ •••__ •• 00 I, 4116 L.--'T&i
.70 .1l4 1.1111 1.32 1.48 1.00 1.~ 2.03 2.30
Pcr cent of grand average_ ..._______..__ ...........______... 51.30 61.04 70.78 85.71 00.10 131.82 153. 2.~ 100.00 ~ 

Per cent ilt'average weight ofunscourcd J\C(>ccs.....__ ....... 12.15 12.53 12.82 13.89 14.10 ~., ~~ 15.04 16.28 14.36 Z-~ ~~ 

Dirt: 
Number of 1100ccs. _. _____ •____ ••••••••••• _................. 27 ,I 72 174 261 320 278 181 102':,' ~ 


81 I 1,4116 ----------
Average weight, pounds •• __ ..._..••••___ •___ •• _••• _. __ ... __ 6. 'ifl _______ .__ 4.812. SO 3.3.~ 3. SO 4.23 4.64 Ii. 12 Ii. 68 6.15 
5&.21 69.23 7r.;'1)() 87.114 116.47 100.44 118.09 127.86Per cent of grnn\l averngo .....__ •__ ••••••••• ____ ....___ •___ _ 142.83 __ • __ .____ 100.00 

,Pet cent of average weIght of unscoure!lllecccs. __ .. ___ •__ • __ 43.08 44.40 44;/1 44.C3 44.19 44.52 45.44 41i.56 47.38 __________ 1 44.83 ~ 
Len~~~~~g:ljiooOO8. __ ......__ ...____ •____ ................ __ • 27 72 176 262 320 278 184 108 00 g


A veragc length, lnches ......_......._...___ •_____ •__ •__ •• __ _ I,m 1------2:'2t
lUI ?.12 2.21 2.21 2.20 2.24 2.21 :l.20 2.25Per oont of grand average ....__ ........__ . __ •• ____ ..____ ..__ 
 95.48 ~5.93 100.00 100.00 1111.55 1111•.36 100.00 1111.5(\ 101.81 100.00
Fineness of 110000:

Number of 1100008.......______ ••__ •____ ..._. _._.___ •__ ...._ 
 27 85 200 :00 367 321 201 115 89
Average fineness, spinning counts ... _____...__ ..___ ...____ __ 61.93 61.69 61 •. 41 61.17 _61.21 61.01 61.29 61.32 61.10 1, 704 1----7tii:2i ~ Per cent of grana average. ______.._____ ••• __ .........______ • . 100.00
101.13 100.73 100.28 1111..89 1111.95 99.62 100.~ 100.13 1111.77
Chllmcter of 1100ce:

Number of 110c00s ••____ ..__________ •• ___ • _____........... __ 
 26 (jl) 171i 263 319 278 183 108 00 
 1,511 1...---84:1Average per cent of perfect ............_____ ...... __ ......... 
 76.5 81.8 84.4 84.4 84.2 84.9 84.5 84.7 82.4 ~.Per cent of grand average ..____ ._..___ ... _, ___.............._ 
 00.116 97.27 100.36 100.36 100.12 100.95 100.48 100.71 97.98 100.00
Density of 110000: Z 

Number of 1100008••___...........__ ..____ ..............____ _

Average per cent of perfect ________________•• ___________ .._. 27 85 11111 299 366 321 200 115 89 1,701 '----:-85:3
SO. 6 83.2 84.4 84.5 85.4 85.4 86.6 86.7 'ifl.2Per cent of grand average. _______.._____ ...... __ •__________ _ 1l4.49 97.54 .98.94 1111.06 100.12 100.12 101.52 101.64 102.23 100.00 

I The grand Bverage UIlSCOUlIld-lleece weight of 1,41161100008 used in the study ot scoured-fleece weights IIDd the welghts ot moisture, groose, lIud dirt per fieeoo was 10.73 pounds . ......::. 

P: • .r; '.•, ~".' , ,,~ :- .." ;; ~ .', 
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TABLE a.-Fleece weight, sCoured,in rel.cUiJn ~"other !aclo/s .inwool prOduction 

. ,Range and average weightsJn poundS of scoured 
wool 

c ", Total Gl"lnd 

Factor aver· 


2 to 2.911 3 to 3.99 4 to 4.9\l5 to 5.9916 to 6.99 7 to 7.~ num· 
age I'
berof 

Ileeces 
2.6 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

, 
Fleece weight; unscoured: Numoor oC c.____._.•_________ .. 

175 673 482 140 22 4 1,496
Average weight, poundsc ________ • 8.70 10.13 11.56 12. (\6 13.95 14.25 .... -........... ---iii~73 
Per cent of ~d average .... ______ 81.08 94.41 107.74 117.89 - 130.01 132. 81 100.00 
Per cent 0 Bverage weight of 
scoured Ooooes._••__ ••_..._••••_•• 348. 00 289.43 256.89 230.18 214. 62 190.00 271.65... --- ....--

Moisture driven otI: 
Number of 0_.•__..__•••••••• 175 673 482 140 22 4 1,496 

"---~-i6Average weight, poundS""_'"'' .39 .45 .49 .51 .55 .55 ...---.....--
Per cent of grond average._._.... 81.78 97.83- 106.52 110.87 119.57 119;-57 100.00...-------
Per cent or average weight of 

scoured lleeces ..__ ••__......__.. 15. 00 12. 86 10.89 9.27 8.48 7.33 11.65 

Grease:
Number of 0eect!S._________..____ 115 673 482 140 22 4 1,496

Average weight, poundS _________ 1.28 1.44 1.64 2.11 ""i~M1.87 2.00 ... -------Per cent G'f grond average ..___... 83.12 , 93.51 106.49 121.43 137.01 129.81 100.00...... --- ..--
Per cent of average weight ofBtourcd 11____• __....______• 

51.20 41.14 36.44 34.00 32. 48 26.67 ... ---....-- 38.99 
Dli't: i,

Number of Oeeces__..____________ 175 673 482 140 22 4 1,4116
Average weight, poundS _______.. ---c4~8i4.27 4.73 5.02 5.03 5.50 6.75 --------
Per cent or ~dl!.verage.- ••---- 88:11 98.34 104.37 104.57 114.35 140.33 ..... _----- 100.00 
Per cent 0 IlVdI'age wclght 01scoured lleece1L.__________ •______ 170. SO 135.14 111.56 91.45 84.62 90.00 ......_---.. 121.11 

Length of staple: Number of lleeces ________________ 175 658 468 - 137 18 4
Average length, Inches ___________ 2.15 2. 31 .44 

1,400 ----2,-201.95 2.38 2.43 -- ...._---
Per cent of grand Ilverage_____... 88.04 97.73 105.00 108. IS 110.91 110.45 100.00.. _------

Fineness or llber: 
Number of lleooes ________~______. 164 608 454 117 18 3 1,354 
Average IIneness, spinning counts_ 61.(18 61.43 61.20 00.62 00.89 59.33 '--iii~3ii 
Per cent or grand Bveroge______.. -,

100. 62 100. 21 99.84 98.89 99.33 96.79 -------- 100. 

Chlll1lCWrNumberof lleece:of lleooes 
___________ .____ 172 655 487 137 18 4 1,453 ....._---- .. 

Average ohlll1lCtcr, per centol'per·feeL ___-_..______ ...._.._______ SO. 8 83.5 86.2 85.2 85.6 11.5 84.2------- ..Per cent of grand BVertl.~. _______ 95.96 99.17 102.38 101.19 101. (\6 92.04 100.00... -------
Density of lleece: ' 

Number ot lleeces____, ____..___.. 154 608 455 117 17 3 1,354 ......,......_.. 
Average density, per o.mt of per.feeL _. ____ •______....__________ 81.9 85.8 86.1 85.8 84A 78.3 .. ----.... - 85.4 
Per cent of grand average. _______ 95.90 100.47 100.82 100.47 98.83 91.69 100.00 ... ------1 

I The grand average scoured-lleece weight of 1,496 lleeces used In the study of 1lIIl!COUl'Ild·lleece weights
and the weights of moistUJe, grease, and dirt per Ileece was 3.115 pounds. \~ 

'fable 3 shows that the unscoured wool in these same 1,496 fleeces 
weighed 271.65 per cent, or about 2.72 times as much as the clean 
wool from them. The moisture 'driven off from these fleeces weighed 
11.65 per cent as much as the clean wool in them. There was 38.99 
per cent ns much grease IJS clean wool and 121.77 per cent1 or about 
1.22 times, as much dirt as clean wool. 

The influences of the scoured-fleece weight as shuwn in Table 3 
indicate again that the fleece weights of the unscoured or grensy 
wool are po,sitively and stron~ly relll:ted to the av~rage weights of 
dean wool ill them. The mOIsture ill the fleeces illcreased ns the 
weights of the clean wool increased, but the increase in moist~ was 
much less than the incrense in weight of clean wool. The grease 
increased ns the weight of the clean wool increased, but the rucrease 
.in grease was considerably less than the increase in the weight of 
,clean wool, for again, by referring to Table 2 it will be seen that this 
)relation is reversed when the grease content is expressed in a per
centage based on the weight of clean wool. For example, the 175 
fleeces that averaged a clean-wool weight of 2.5 pounds had, accord
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ing to Table 3, an average of 1.28 pounds of grease per fleece, which. 
amounts to 51.2 per cent of the 2.5 pounds. of clean wool. Ag~in 
referring to Table 3 it will be noted that the four fleeces having the 
heaviest weight of clean wool and averaging 7.5 pounds had 2 pounds 
of grease per fleece, but this was only. 26.67 per cent of the 7.5 pounds 
of actual wool. Thus, the pro]?ortion of grease to. clean wdol iii 
nearly twice as much of grease for lightest scoured-fleece weights as 
for the heaviest ones. The old tradition of the heavy grease content 
being associated with heavy fleece weights of greasy, unscoured wool 
seems to hold in this investigation, but here one sees that when it is 
a matter of relating the proportion of grease to actual clean wool the 
tradition of favoring excess grease is not correct if one undertakes to 
calculate fleece yields on a scoured basis, which is of course the only 
right way to figure the actual yield of wool. In other words, the 
fleeces of this study which had the smallest weight of grease per 
pound of clean wool in the fleece were the ones that produ~ed the 
heaviest yields of clean wool, and, conversely, the fleeces having the 
greatest weight of grease per pound of clean wool were the fleeces 
yielding the lightest weights of clean wool. 

Table 3 reveals the fact that the lightest scoured-fleece weights 
were related with the heaviest proportion of greasy, unseoured wool, 
and consistent with this th& heaviest scoured-fleece weights were 
associated with the lightest proportion of greasy wool. The 175 
fleeces, averaging only 2.5 pounds of scoured wool, weighed before 
scouring 3.48 times as much as the clean wool in them. As the yield 
of clean wool per fleece increased, the proportion of the unscoured 
wei~ht decreased and the 4 fleeces yielding an average of 7.5 pounds 
of clean wool weighed before. scouring only 1.9 times as much as the 
clean wool which they contained. 

The proportion of moi;;;ture to clean wool was about twice as large 
in the lightest scoured fl()eces as it was in the heaviest, and sub
stantially this same tendency will be noted in Table 3, for grease and. 
~~ .~ 

MOISTURE IN WOOL 

In the early stages of this investigation it was thought that the 
moisture in the wool was not of sufficient importance to warrant 
special consideration. It was, of course, recognized from the begin
ning that the weights of both greasy wool and scolITl~d wool in order 
to be reliable required the drying of the wool to.a cOlisiderable degree 
before taking the weights. In the analysis of the data it was promptly 
found that the weights of moisture driven off, in the standard drying 
of three hours at 50° C., were large enough to necessitate a definite 
accounting for this constituent of the fleece. 

In general, Table 4 shows that the heavier weights of moisture per 
fleece. were found in the heaviest fleeces, both unscoured and scoured, 
and ;11 the fleeces tEat contained the heaviest weights of grease and 
of diri:. There seemed to be no important relation between moisture 
and length of staple. There was a very slight tendency for a trifle 
more moisture to be in the coarser fleeces than in the finer fleeces, 
but this was unimportant. The character of the fleeces did not seem 
to be associated with the moisture variations. There was an ex
tremely slight tendency for the greater weight of moisture to be found 
in the denser fleeces, but this was so slight .that it can not be regarded 
as important. 



TA.B..r.E 4.-MoistuTe in Telat'')n to other factoTs in wool pToduction ~ 
o 

Range and average weights In tractions of a pound 01 moisture 

~'--I 'rotal 1° rand CFactor iLessthan 0.10to O.20to 0.30 to O.40to .0.50 to 0.6000 I 0.7000 0.80 to 0.90 or ~~~r aver; 
0.10 0.19 0.29 0.39 0.49 0.59 0.69 0.79 0.89 more fleeces age ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ C __________________1__1__ 

~ 
Fleece weights unscoured: 

Number olfleeees•••••.••••.••••••., .••••••••••••.••• 6 28. 126 332 461 46 1,496 , ••••••• _
3131 155 21 I 8 ••_._... 10.73Average weight, pounds••••••••_•••••_._. __ • __ ••_... 11.83 10.11 9.48 9.74 10.60 11.31 12.27 12.41 12. 50 12. 63 

Per cent of grand average ___••__ •••• _•••••_•••••_.... 110.25 94.22 88.35 90.77 98.79 105.41 114.85 115.66 116.50 117.71 •••••••• 190.00 
Per cent of average weight of mOlsture ___ •___________ 28,660.00 6,740.00 3,792.00 2,782.86 2, 35.~. 50 2.1)56.36 1,887.69 1,654;67 1,470.59 1,329.47 • ______.2,332. 61 

Fleece weights scoured: ~ 
Number offleeees. ___ ._.______ •__ • _________ •• _____ .__I 6 126 332 461 313 155 46 21 8 1,49628Average weight, pounds________________ . _______• ____ 4.83 4.21 3.72 3.63 3.85 4.08 4.41 4.59 4.79 4.1l8 3.95
Per cent of grand average______________________ ._ . ___ ~ 122.28 106.58 94.18 91.90 97.47 103.29 111.65 116.20 .121.27 123.54 100.00 
Per cent of average weight of moisturo_. _____________ 9,660.00 2, 806. fi7 1,488.00 1,037.14 855.56 741.82 678.46 612.06 563.53 513.68 858. 70 co 

Grease: •Number of fleeces _____________ .--_________________- __ :n
6 28 126 332 461 313 155 46 21 8 1,496Average weight_______ • _______ • __ ••••• ____• ___ • " ___ ' ---TM1.75 1.50 1.36 1.39 1.54 1.56 1.82 1.84 1.89 1.50

Per cent of grand average._._______ ••________________ ~ 113.64 97.40 88.31 90.26 100.06 101.30 118.18 U9.48 122.73 97.40 -------- 100.00 
Per.cent of average weight (( mcisturo ____.-_______ .. 3,500.00 1,000.00 544.00 397.14, L,3I,2. 22 283.64 280.00 245.33 222. 35 157.89 ___..___ 334.78 00 

Dirt:Number of fiooces __________ •____.--__ ..__ .. __________ 126 332 L' 461 313 155 ~6 21 811,496 ,________6 28Average weight, pounds____ •• _..._________ --____.. __ 5.31 5.63 ________ 4.815.17 4.32 4.13 4.34 r .. 4.79 5.18 5.47 5.46 ~ Per cent of grand average____•____ •••_____ ••__.._____ 110;::;{) - '117.05 ..__ • __ • 100.00 
Per cent of average weight of molsture_ ...________ •__ 10,340.00 2,880,00 1,652.00 1,240.06 1,064.44 941.82' .,841.54 728.00 624. 71 592. 63 ________ 1,645.65

107.48 89.81 85.86 90.28·,', _ -00.58 107.69 113.72 113.51 

~ 
Len~~~~~E:~eeoos___ •___ • ___ .-- __ ---._.____ ....______ 4 26 121 328 455 :j98 152 45 19 8 1,401

Average length, inchos..______________ ••____ ...__.... 2.55 2. 24 2.21 2.19 2.18 2.21 2.27 2.27 2;30 2.24 2.21 SJ
Per cent of grand average•• ___...._............... __ . 115.38 101.36 100.00 00.10 98.64 100.00 1.02. i1 102.71 164.07 101.36 --------1 100.00 

Fineness of tiber: 1,356 ________Number of fleeces ..._...__ .........._______ • ____ ._.-  6 26 111 298 413 287 144 44 19 8 
Average tlneness& spinning t,ountH........_______...__ 61.67 60.54 61.66 61.27 61.45 61,32 60.94 60.77 60.84 61.25 ........ _ 61.30 
Per cent of gran averago_........__....___........__ 100.60 98.76 100.59 00.95 100.24 100,03 00.41 00.14 00.25 00.92 -"' .... _.. _-- 100.00 ~ 

Charnct6r of tlooce: 

I 
aNumber of fieeccS.................. ___ ..____ .....__ .. 4 25 122 318 ·451 309 152'- 45 19 8 1,453


Average character, per cent of pc~fert_._._.. __ .._.... 85.0 83.4 82;9 84.2 84.3 84.7 84.2 83.0 81.3 91.2 "--84:2 
Per cent of grand nverage.._..__ ..._..........__..... 100.95 00.05 1lS,46 100.00 100.12 100.59 100.00 98.57 90.56 108,31 . ..:.------ 100.00 

Density of fieece~
Number of fleeoos ....____...... ___ .....___ ..________• 6 2Ii 110 • 298 413 '$l 144 44 19 8 1,354 .... -- ....'..-
Average densltYd

por cent of perfect._......__________ 88.3 84.2 83.1 85.3 85.0 85.3 86.7 84.1 85.0 86.2 ----_ .._- 8S.4 
Per OOl't Qf gran average...__ .._____ ......__..______ [ 103.40 9&59 97.31 99.88 106 .• ~9 10L. 52 98.48 \19;53 100.94 1________ 1.100.0000.881 

I The grand average weight of moisture'per fleece for tho 1,496 fieeoos used in the study of the weights of Oeeces Bud of the grease Bnd dirt per fielloo WBS 0.46 pound, 
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Table 4 shows that as the weight of moistur&'per .fleece increased 
the proportionate weights of unscoured wool, scoured woolt ~ease, 
and dirt decreased. For example, the 6 driest .fleeces had 236.6 times 
as much unscoured wool, 96.6 times as much scoured wool, 35 times 
8.."1 much grease, and 103.4 times as much dirt as the weiq;ht of moisture' ,., 
driven off inJhe drying processes. Comparing with this the 8 wettest 
fleeces, 0116 finds that they had only 13.29 times as much unscoured 
wool, 5.14 times as much clean wool, 1.58 times as much grease, and 
5.93 times as much dirt as moisture. In calculating the grand aver
age for all the 1,496 fleeces one finds that th.9Y contained 0.46 pound 
of moisture (driven off) per fleece and that the average of all these 
fleeces contained 23.33 times as much unscoured wool, 8.59 times as, 
much'scoured wool, 3.35 times as much grease, and. 10.46 times as' 
much dirt per fleece as this 0.46 pound of moisture per fleece that 
was dried out of the unscoured wool. ' 

GREASE iN WOOL 

When grouping the fleeces on the weights of grease they contain, 
as reported in 'fable 5, it was found that as the weight of grease per 
fleece increased there was a general tendency for the weights of un
scoured wool, scol!.red wool, moisture, and dirt to increase but for 
the length of the staple to get slightly shorter. Fineness of the fiber 
was practically unaffected. The fleeces having the greatest weight 
of grease were a 'Gri.fle less choice in character but slightly more dense. 



_____________________________________________________ 
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,,;:
TABLE 5.-Grease in relation to other ladora in wool produdion t.:l 

I 
t.:l 

Range and average weights In pounds or grease 

----,,----- Total ~ OrandFactor • Less ., numberthan 0.1iO 0.5 to 0.00 1 \.(l 1.49 1.5 to 1.00 2 to 2.49 2.5 to •.00 3 to 3.49 3.5 to 3.00 or lIeeces average I 

0.75 1.25 1.75 2.25 J.75 3.25 3,75
0.25 ~ 

------------------------------ C 
>-

Fleece weight, unscoured: t1Number of lIeeces _____________________________________________________ 
16 200 591 413 .181 69 20 1,4116 

----"iii~73 b:jAverage weight, pounds _____________---------------------------------- 9.13 9.02 10.06 11.34 i:l.17 13.21 13. 55 lk~Per cont of grand average ___________________________________________ ._ ;:<85.09 84.06 93.76 105.68 li3.42 123.11 126. 28 125.82 100. 00 
Per cent or average weight of grease ___________________________________ 3,652. 00 1.202.67 804.80 648.00 540.89 480.36 416. 92 360:00 !J1H1.75 g I 

Fleece weight, scoured: Number of fleeces _____________________________________________________ 
16 200 591 413 181 69 20 6 1,496 

-~ .. ------- ~ 
3.6.3 3.53 3.81 4.05 4.28 4.75 4.40 4.33 3.95 tj
~::~~~ ~t~~~l~~.::.~~e--~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 91.90 89.37 116.46 102. 53 108.35 120.25 111.39 109.62 100.00


Per rent of average weight of grease ___________________________________ Z1,452.00 470.67 304.80 231.43 190.22 172. 73 135.38 115.47 256.49 
Moisture driven ofI:Number of fleeces _____________________________________________________ 00

16 200 591 413 181 69 20 6 1,400
Average weight, pounds ______________________________________________ . ;n

.38 .40 .45 .48 .1iO .49 .54 • .'i3 .46Per cont or grand average _____________________________________________ 82. 61 80.00 07.83 104; 35 108.70 100.52 117.39 115,22 100.00
Per cent or average weight or grease___________________________________ ~ 152. 00 53.33 36.00 27.43 22.22' 17.82 16.62 14.13 29.87 

Dirt:Number or fleeces __: __________________________________________________ 
16 200 591 413 181 69 20 6 1,400 ----- ......... ,~


Average weight, pounds _______________________________________________ 4.69 4.30 4.55 6.06 5.33 5.1iO 5.40 5.33 4.81Per cent or grand average _____________________________________________ '=' 97.51 89.40 04.59 105.20 110.81 114. S5 11a27 no. 81 100.00Per cent of average weight of grease___________________________________ l".I
1,876.00 573.33 364.00 289.14 236.89 200.00 166.15 142.13 312. 34 

Length or staple:Number or fleecos _____________________________________________________ 
16 192 580 405 178 65 19 6 1,461 - ...._---- .... ~ 

Average length, inches ________________________________________________ 2.55 2.26 2.25 ~2.17 2.11 2.20 2.06 2.05 2. 21Per cent or grand average _____________________________________________ 0
115.38 102. 26 101.81 98.19 95.48 00.55 93.21 9:l, 76 100.00 

FinenessNumberor fleece:or fleeces .. "!J 
1,35616 186 547 367 159 57 18 6 - ........... ----
Average fineness, spinning counts _____________________________________ >

61.13 61.63 61.36 61.13 61.28 60.91 61.78 59.33' 61.30Per cont or grand average _____________________________________________ 
00.72 100.54 100.10 00;72 00.97 00.36 100.78 96.70 100.00 

Character or ileece: eNumber of fleecos ____________________________________________________ 1,453 C16 188 575 406 178 65 19 5 -- ....- ...._--Average character, per cent or perrect __________________________________ 81.0 83.4 85.2 84.5 82. 8 82.8 78. 2 78.3 84.2Per cent or grand average _____________________________, _________ "_____ 97.27 00.05 101.19 100.36 98.34 OS.:w. 92.87 92.00 100:00 
Density or lIeece: -" 

Number of fleeces ______________ ! ___.---------------------------------- 16 186 M6 366 159 67 18 6 1,354 ---......-._-Average density, per cent or perrect ___________________________________ 81.0 84.6 84.7 85.8 87.5 86.8 90.0 85.0 85.4Per cent or grand average _______ ..___________• ________________________ I95.90 00.06 00.18 100.47 102.46 I 101.64 105:39 00.53 100.00 

I The grand average weight or grease per fleece ror the 1,400 fleeces used in the study of the fleece weights and we~hts of molsttll'e and'dlr,t per lIeece was 1.54 pounds. 

r" 
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In drawing C'onclusions from the data of Table 5 reference is made 
to the fact that the fleeces with smallest weights of grease per fleece 
have the largest proportions of wool, moisture, and dirt. The 16 
fleeces having the smallest weight of grease had 36.52 times as much 
unscoured wool, 14.52 times as much clean wool, 1.52 times as much 
moisture, and 18.76 times as much dirt as the average 0.25 pound of 
grease they contained. These proportions decrease without any 
group reversals until in the 6 fleeces with the heaviest weights of 
grease one finds. only 3.6 times as 
much un scoured wool, 1.15 times as 
much scoured. wool, 0.14 times as 
much moisture, and 1.42 times as ~ 
much dirt as the average 3.75 !ij 
pounds of grease per fleece. The "1 
1,496 fleeces averaged 6.97 times ~ 
as '[!!.llch greasy wool, 2.56 times as 
much clean wool, 0.3 times as much ~ 
moisture, 3.12 times as much dirt ~ 
as the 1.54 pOlmds of grease in the 
average fleece. ~ 

A grouping of these same 1,496 ~ 
fleeces on the basis of percentage ~ 
is shown in Figure 11. This per
cen tage is, of course, based on the ~~ 
unscoured-fleece weights. These 
1,496 fleeces averaged 3.95 pounds N 
of clean wool, whereas the 534 fleeces \l~ 
of this group that had an average 
of 10 per cent grease averaged 3.97 
pounds of clean wool, or only 0.51 ~ 
per cent above the average for ~ 
the 1,496 fleeces. The 656 fleeces ~ 
averaging 15 per cent grease had 
an average of 3.89 pounds of clean 
wool, or 1.52 per cent less than 
the average. The 267 fleeces aver
aging 20 per cent grease had an 
average of 4.08 pounds of clean FIG. H.-Grease 8.' a factor In the produc

h · h t a t\on of actual, clean wool. These results w001, w hich was. the Ig es. ver- Indlrote that for range Rambouillet ewes 

age of clean-wool weights and 3.29 the percentage o! Erea5e In the IIeece does


not greatly influence their weights of clean
per eent greater than the average wool, and that It Is not profltsble, when 

of the 1,496 fleeces. The fleeces dealing on aclean·wool baSls,tohavemore 
than about 20 per cent of grease in the 
having 20 per cent grease were unscoured l1eece. Here one sees that the 


apparently greasy enough for maxi- =i~~t~~~:;:~~w~~th~= 

mum yields of scoured wool, because content averaged 25 Instead of 20 per cent 


wh"ln one accotmts for the other , 
39 fleeces averaging 25 per cent grease they show yields of only 3.71 
pounds of scoured wool per fleece, which is 6.08 per cent less than the 
average for all the 1,496 fleeces. In the light of these findings about 
grease in wool it appears that there is more danger of having the 
fleeces of Rambouillets of the intermountain range country too 
greasy than not greasy enough. This investigation produced no 
reassuring evidence that the presence of oil in the fleece has much to 
do with such qualit.ies as fineness of fiber or the character of the 
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fleece. In fact such minor influences as were discovered in this 
connection are n'egative~ That is, excess grease seems to.be a overy 
slight hindrance iristead of a help in the matter of getting finer fiber 
or more exoellent character in the fleece. It aI>,fIears to be associated 
with a little more density, but this influence in favor of density is not 
quite so. great as the hindrance of excess _grease to length of staple. 

There is little doubt that an abnormally high grease .content may 
make the fleece feel denser than it actually is. Such fleeces should 
be examined with special care. 

When the woolgrower select,s sheep on the ,basis of the' grease 
content of their fleeces he, in getting down to fine points, looks 

closely mto the parted 
fleeces to get an idea 

~ 4i ~ of the apparent,propor
tion of grease to wool-fU7 

¥,./s (actual wool). Table 3~ reports thesepropor
~ -t' r- I-i-- r- ....79 tions as they were found 

in this study, and the 
~. data in that table very
'( clearly indicate that if 
fc-r-~c-c-~r-e- the aim is heavyweights 

of" clean wool per fleece 
then this' proportion 
of grease should be ~ z f-- r~ t-- f- f- I-- I- I-.j relatively small ratller 
than too large, l,lut of 

~ course sufficient fOi-sat
isfactory health, den~/- ~ ~ - - ~ - I- sity, and protection of 

~ ,. the fleeces. .' 

DIRT IN WOOL~O~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ The weigh t of dirt perJO ~ 410 4f.S" .so S4' tiD 
.",..t!",AfS1£A4"A~O'.(M(I'"/N""~64'CE.s fleece bears a positive 

and important relation 
FIG. 12.-Dlrt as a ractor in the production of actual, clean wool. to the unscoured fleeoe 

These results indicate that in general the cleaner fleeces are the 
ones that yield the heaviest weights or clean wool weight.' According to 

Table 6 the weight of 
the dirt per fleece increased as the weight of the unscoured wool 
per fleere increased. Dirt also bears this relation to scoured-fleece 
weights and to the weights of moisture and grease per fleece, although 
not to such a high degree as for the unscoured-fleece weights. (Fig. 
12.) This, of course, is due to the fact that dirt makes up such a 
large portion in the weight of the unscoured fleece. In referring to 
the grand averages in Table 2, one observes that the 1,496 fleeces 
average 44.83 per cent dirt. Of the four different constituents that 
make up the unscoured wool of these fleeces, dirt was the heaviest 
being heavier, even, than the clean wool of the fleeces which amounted 
to 36.81 per cent. Further study of the grand averages shows that 
the dirt weighed more than 3 times as much as the grease and 10 
times as much as the moisture that was dried out of the wool. 
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TAIILlJ G.-Dirt in relation to otlter factors in wool production 

Range nnd a \'enlgo weights In pOunds or dirt 

~ ~ ~I Total I Orund~ Factor 2til2.90 3to3.90 Ho4.90 6to5.90 otoO.90 7to7.90 8t;~'l.90 Oarmore c:}~~ average I 

l ~U U U U MUM U 
()O --------- ------ 1___

1~'ll\COO weight, uuscClurod: jNum/xlr or f1eeces_ . _____________________________________ • ____________ _ 
Avomgo weight, pounds ______________________________________________ _ 46 322 662 340 152 62 o 3 1,496 !--'--iii~737.67 9.02 10.43 11.73 12. 60 13.73 14.28 14.66Per (\Cut or gnmd II'/cmge________________________ •____________________ 70.66 R4,OO 117.29 190.32 117.90 .127_96 1:l3.08 135.14 100.00l'or oont or weight of dlrt.____________________________________________ _ 

302.80 257.71 231. 78 21a.27 194.77 183.07 168.00 .162. 63 223_08 
Fleece weight, scoured: . 

Num/xlr of llceoos ___ ._•• __._._•••••••••••• _•••• _••_•••__ •__ •••••••_._. ~ 46 322 602 340 152 62 9 3
A vemge wclght, pounds_ ••••_________________________________________ _ 1,400 1-'--'-3~iiii ~3.26 3.71 3.94 4.13 4.07 4.20 4.72 4.00 

I'ur oont or weight of dlrL____________________________________________ _ 

I'er oont of grand nvorago ____________________________________________ _ 

82.63 !J3.D2 90.76 194.66 103.04 107.86 119:49 113.92 100.00 
1:10.40 100.00 87.66 75.09 62•.02 66.86 66.63 47.37 82.12 

Moisture driven off:Num/xlr 01 1100008____________________________________________________ _ 
Avomge weight, pounds______________________________________________ _ 62 1 496 1------.-46

46 322 662 340 162 o 3 
Pcr oont 01 grnnd average ____________________________________________ _ .32 .41 .46 .48 .64 _66 .64 .46 
1'cr oont 01 weight 01 dlrt_____________________________________________ _ ~69.67 89,13 100.0() 104.36 117.39 121_74 139.13 97.83 ' 100:00 

12.80 11.71 10.22 8.73 8.31 7.47 7.63 4.74 9.66 
Orollse:Number or f1oooos ____________________________________________________ _ 

Avcnlge weight, IlOunds _________________ ._••___ ._.___________________ _ 31 1,496 ,--,,--,- 46 322 662 340 152 02 II §
1.42 _. _____ .__ 1. /14

Por oont 01 b'f8nd average _________________________________________ •__ _ 02. 21 ••••______ 100.00
1.18 1.28 1.51 1.73 1.77 .1.76 1.86 

l'er cent Clf weight 01 .Urt_____________________________________________ • 70;02 83.12 98.05 112.34 114.04 114.29 120.78 14.95 ________ •• ~32.0~47.20 30.67 :l3.66 31.45 27_23 23.47 2~88 1 
·Length of staple: Number of f1eooos ______________ •__________ •________ •____________._.__ _ 845 312 048 :l31 151 62 o 3A verage length, Inches __ •___________________ •••____ ._.____________ ._•• 1,401 1----:~i"2i ~.2.20 2.28 2.23 2.18 2.08 2.11 2.02 1.97 

Fln:no:ss~~b~~~nd n\'~rago -- - ---.- -------. -. --.------ -••••••---.-- -•• -. 90.66 103.17 100.00 98.64 04.12 96.48 01.40 80.14 100.00 
 ;gNumber of f100cc.~________________________________ ._._._•••____________II 42 303 662 310 129 69 8 2Avemge1lnimo.'!S spinning counts_________ ._. _____ •____ •__•••_•••__ ••• 61.07 1, 3M 1-----6i~30 g61.29 01.23 01.10 61.63 02.00 62.00 ,:' 63.:l3I'er cent 01 gnmd averago____________ • _________ ._. ____ •••_.__ ._. ____ ._ 100.60 90.08 90.89 90;07 100.38 101.14 101.14 103.31 100_00 'c::lChnmctorNumber01 1Iooce:or lloooos______________________________ •___ • ___..._______ •___ _ n44 310 646 379 151 62 9 3 I, 463 1'---'-84~iiAverngo ehamctor, ~r cent of perfect_-----,_._____________ • ______ •• _ 81.1 86.0 84.6 .83.8 82.8 86.0 70.4 86.0 .~

Por oont or grand nvorago_. ___ •__ • __ ••__ •__ ••____ ._••••__ ••_. ___ ._.._. I:)00:32 100.96 100.36 90.62 98.34 102.14 \l4.30 100.95 100.00 
Density of !!eero: Z

Number 01 Ileooos. _ ..__ •• _____ ••___ •_________..____ •___ ._.____________/ 42/ 303/ 600 / 310 / 129/ 59/ 8 3 I, 364 1---.'-86~4Avorage density percentoIJlerlect._••___ ......_......... __ ..___.._.. 81.4 84.0 86.0 86.1 87.1 87.7 86.0 86.0 

l'cr cent of grand nverago_:~._._ ••••• _. _______ ._..________ •• _________ .1 96.:l2 90; 41 90.63 100.82 .11l1.99 102.69 90.63 90•.63 100.00 

1 Tho grand IIvemgc weight 01 dirt per 110000 for the 1,496 1100009 used In tho study or tbe 110000 weights Bnd welgbts or l!Iolsture Bnd groB80 per 00000, WBl! 4.81 pounds. 
~ 
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Table 6 Elhows that as the weight of the dirt per fleece increases 
the proportionate weights of unscoured wool, scoured wool, llloisture, 
and grease diminish. The grand average column of Table 6 shows 
that the 1,496 fleeces contained 4.81 pounds of dirt per.fleece. This 
same column shows that theunscoured wei~hts of these fleeces were 
2.23 times as great as the weight of the' dirt·in them. There was 
82.12 per cent as much clean wool as dirt, 9.56 per cent as much 
moisture, and 32.02 per cent as much grease as there was of dirt 
per fleece. It should be kept well in mind that these fleeces were 
p)'oduced on ranges typical of the intermountain region of the West. 
The soil where the sheep grazed is of a lava-ash formation 'and is 
not so heavy as the sand and some other soils of the range country. 
The fleeces in this study, therefore, contained lighter weights of dirt 
than some fleeces produced in parts of the range country where 
heavier soil and sand storms load the fleeces with greater weights of 
dirt than occurred near Dubois, Idaho. On the other hand these 
fleeces were carrying more dirt than sinlllar fleeces produced in the 
bluegrass region of the farming States. However, on the whole 
these fleeces were typical of rather a large portion of the western 
range wools of the intarmountain region. 

The data of Table 6 indicate that greater weights of dirt were 
slightly associated with shorter staple. The fineness and character 
of the wool did not seem to be appreciably associated with variation 
in dirt content, but there was a little tendency for the fleeces having 
the greatest wef.ghts of dirt to be the most dense. In the examination 
of such fleeces the same care should be taken that was previously 
discussed in connection with high grease content. 

LENGTH OF STAPLE 

Breeders of Rambouillet sheep in the West are generally aware of 
the difficulties of producing a satisfac.tory length of staple mone 
year's growth under practical range conditions. The data in Table 7 
mdicate the very strong tendency for the ewes of this study to J?roduce 
fleeces with staple only 2.1 to 2.5 inches long. It requires VIgilance 
in breeding and range management to produce with Rambouillets a 
staple of wool that in one year's growth will exceed 2.5 inches. About 
one-sheth of the fleeces reported in Table 7 measured more than 2.5 
inches in staple. The bureau is conducting further studies to de
termine the possibility of producing longer staple with Rambouillet 
sheep. 



TABLE 7.-Length of staple in relation to oth,er factors inw/?oZ production. 

F..!lllga and average lengths or stnpJe, in in,ches 

Total Grand'Factor 1.6 or less 11.6 to 2.0 I 2.1 ,to U 12,6 to 3.0 I3.1 to 3.513.6 to 4.0 4.1 to 4,(; r=o ,8V!Jr8l!ll 
,.~

3,8 ' 4.31.3 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.3 

--------~-------------------II_--I___,___/ 1---1--'-'-'---'-'--- ;~o
Fleece weight, unscoured: .NumJ:>er of fleeces-- _______________________'__________________________ •_________ _ 1,617 __________ ~ 

29 498 740 223 25, 1 1 ~ 
9.84 10.72 10.82 10.67 11.34 10. 5 14.5 -------.-- 1~:~~::~t!?~~l~~.::.a~====::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 91.45 09,,63 ' ,1!JO.56 \lfl.1U ~Q5·39 97.58 l34.76 

Fleece weight, scoured: ' Number or fieeces.c ____________________________________________________________ _ 
32 483 713 207 25 1 1,461 ~.---'--3:,943.28 3.61 4.05 4.30 ,4.82 4.1\ - ....- ...---- "'~ ~::~~t!t~~l~~~e:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::. 83.,25, 9LU2 102.79 109.14", 122;34 11~.21 100.00 

Moisture driven off:Number of fiooces. _________ • ________________________________ ____________________ ..~ Z,
Z1 482 713 213 25 1 ,1.461 

--"'-"-~4ii .~ ,~..44, .46 .47 .46 .51 •45 ............. _- ..- ..-....~-- .....
or£r~~t!t~il~~~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::: 05.65 10(1.0.0 !02.,17 lOO;~ 110.87 97.83 !",.. - --~-
100,00 ;.. .... ~-!'"---- ...:'!' .

Number of fieeoos ______________________________________________.• _______________ _ 27, 482 713 213 25 1 1,461. '----T54:1.62 1.66 L-49 1.42 1.47 1.75 -':"- .. ,~....... ~~ ..... --:: ........ ;'"-:DIrt~l:=t!fe~~l~~:e=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::~~::::::: 105.19 10i,~~ . ~75: 07-;21 95.45 113.,64 _ ...-- .. "'l ...... :}OO.OO ~' " 
Z1 482 713 213 25 1 .. '!~ .... -!" .. -- 'l.46~ --';'-'4:'82 ,~·4.tiO 5.02 · .. 4.82 4.4a 4.42 3.5 ......~ ......;-- .. -.~- ..,,:----~;:r;~e~~~~~::::~::~::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~::~::::=:I." .97;l!O i(){.l~ .~9D.0lI " 91.91 91:70 72..61 -.-~'!"-- .....- ";.. -~.""-"!-" " .loo.W "0' 

Fineness of fiber:" ' o 
19 • 433 ti05 ·213 23 r i,3!\5 . " ,1;1 

60.63 1J1~61 61;'33 80.79 tiO.52 ' 60 ' 64 -"!' ..__ .....""- .. '-"-iii~ai 
98.~ 100.49 1QO.03 911.15 98.11 ai.55 ·i~.'a!l ,100.00;~~~=~t~~~:~~~:-::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::, ' 

, 1 

'i'd'
iijOharacter offiilOOl: " ' Number of lIeeces _____________________________________ •___________________• ____ _ 

'29 496 739 '222 "25 1. 1 1,;513 o 
Averal\e character, 'per cent of ,perfect. ____________________________ "_____________ _ 75.0 81;2 85.4 87.0 89A 75 95 .. .. ",,--- ~---·-sti t::I 

~---Per cent of grand nyerage_______ cc _______'_________________ ----------------______ _ 89.18 00.55 101.55 1{).'!.45 106.30 89.18 .112.00 100:.00 '<:1 
DensltY"offieece:, ' " '" '" o

Number of lIeeces _________ ; ______________ •______________ .---____________"______, .,.', 1 .~' 
Average density, per Centofper!ecL_____ -~_-------------- . __ ~______ •___________ 86.& 

l;~ -----785:4 O· 
.19 431 ti05 213 23 1 

85.5 85.2 83.4- 81.5 85 95Per cent of l!r8Dd average______________________ •____________ ~ ____________'__ .---- 
100; 12 'j , 101. 76 09.77 !17.66 95.43 00.53 111•. 24 100.00 Z 
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,<};,JJ wascexpl~ed,undf¥r; th~:,hefl:<;lliig'Qf,il~~weight;'l~ngtI:r9f;, 

.. ~tapleshowf$: ~hat -its iDfhie,:tce'oJr scoured weights;is,imPQn~t,;but ' 
its iilfIuence,.ontmsOOUred.lleece weights ~as·notimportjj;llt ,in, this 

.<stlidY"assh()Wll iJiTa.ble 1. Of., QOU:rse;theflee~e& oftbe:grPup' with, . 

. , the verY' shortest sta,ple'measuriri:g notIJ)ore:thil,Jll;5'fuch~'wer~the . 
"'lighteStbota~tm;ldandUn$coured,·butthe'maiori,typfth¢,tiilsc,olirOO.;.;'" 
" . ,.fleece welghts 'are not much affected : bylength while, the rise in Clean 
" .1l~cew~ight ,is .\Vena.~~,cia.tecl with .t,hei,n',9rea§ein' length ()fsta.p,.le; 
~g. 13.) , MOISture m,the'w{)ol see~tobe genetally'unaffected 
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1'10•. lS:-:,Length of staple as a tactor in the prQo
ductlon of actual, clean' wool. There was. a 
definite tendency for longer'staple to occur In 

:!r~r~~~gd~~~~~::ig:::S.g!~l~
WoolgrowerS should he able, to Increase profits 
by breeding' and feeding their sheep tor longer " 
staple 

by length. On 'the, whole' the lleeceshaving longer staple contai;tied 
a little less' grease and dirt and were more satisfactory in.·ch,aracter; 
theY were a trifleleSsdenseJ~ut this cli1ferencein density was not very 
importimt. ,Thefinent;lss Qf.fiberwaspractica.llyunaffected, by the 
length of the staple. A stlIdy of Table 7 shows, that length of staple 
is a substantial h~lp ~ot getting gI'eater"~eights !Jf actual, wool and 
less grease and dirt m the.~eece,s. 'Tllisiact 18 of much greater 
imJl~)l'taJ?ce to ,J.l~fitsinmodern wool;l~owing than the yery s~a.ll, 
decline m densIty of fleece· tha,twas,Joundto be assocla~d WJth 
increased length, of staple. . , 



·As .the fi~of the wool became finer (Of-sIilaJi~r di@1eter)·there 
wss- a ve:ry.sli2ht- tendency for the ~eece weights of· 'm.8OOured; w()()l 
an<;l clean w091 (fig. 14) to decre~e; there'were ~. slightly ~ter 
w~\~hts of mOISture.. perfieece, .... &St!IOO 

{'" 

Fmeness w.ssP.r&C.tic.all.yun .... 1a.ted
WItli grease content. and length of staple; ThefineJ( fleeces h~d.~,a 
trifle the best character and were a little. the most dense. In general, 
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FIo. 14.-FIneJHl!llof IIeece asafllctorln the pfoductlon of actual. 
clean wool. The generat tendency henJ m()wn 1$ for the ftner 
11_. to yield lighter weights of clean WDCl,ll althoui!:h fteeceII 
of 64s and 66B IlneDeSl! were slightly above we general Une of 
nl8l'eS8ion, The bBsIc data will be found In Table 8 . 

the influence of the fineness of fiber on any of the other characters 
. did not amount to very much, as is shown in Table 8. Wool having 
a spinning COlIDt of 56s is clfUlSified on the American market as three-, 
eighths-blood wool; 58s and 60s are'" one-half blood; 628 is midway' 
between one-half blood and strictly fine wool, or what is commonly 
teniled "fine medium," and 648, 668, and 68s are strictly fine wool. 
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TABLE S.-Fineness of fiber in relation to other factors in wool production ~ 
0 " 

A veraga fineness, In spinning rounls. 

number avef$iO 
6&s IDC tIeeoeI! .. 

Factor I ~WE ~ 
MIl 60s 625 il4s tl6sor~1 Iortlner ~~~I 

Fleece weight, unseoured; Number oC tlee!'CS __•__• _____••___ •___ ._.__ ••__ •__ •• ____ ._ ••• 1 I 27 222 roa 638 247 Ii.'i 10 '1,704A vernge woight, poUnds __•• ________• __________________ .- ___ -----iO~7i ~ 10.5 11.11 10.61 11.00 10.12 10. f>6 10.81 10. 97 8.6 
Per cent or grand avcrn~e._. ________._. __•••• ___ • __ ........_ 98.00 100.113 102.43 80.30 tzj 

'Fleece weight. scoured: 
118.04 $8.10 ~.07. 103,27 ~Il9,W .. - ....!'" .. - .. -~ 100. !lO 

N!lmber oC lleeces_. ____ • _____•••_. ___ •____________________ 1 1 20 177 380 500 268 W 10 
Average Weight, pounds. __._._...._••___•__ ••_•••__________ 4.5 4.12 4;02· 3.83 3.80 3.0 

'1,356 ------[948.5 4.35 3.117 .. ~.. - ...... '! ....

l'ercenl 01 grnnd nverage ....____ .._•••••_____ ._,."' __ ""., IH.21 ,lIS. 83 110.41 :104.57 '102.00 97.2i 100.76 00.45 76.H 100.00 E 
Moisture driven of!: . 

Numher DC fleeces. ________._.... __ ........-........- .....-- 1 .1 20 1'17 380 500 2(lI W 10 1,356
Average weight. Jlounds ___•_______••_____ •__.........______ .45 .35 .~ .(D .46 " ..• 46 ~46 .46 .38 -------~4a ~ 

Per cent DC grand average__ ..... __......... _ •••_._.._______ 97.83 76.09 97.83 100. 52 lC9.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 82.61 ...................... 100..00 
 00Oroas~; 
Number oC lleeces•••__ ..................................... 1 1 20 177 389 600 208 W 10 1,356 sn
----'TS2AVerllRO weight, pouo'ls. __••••••" ... _•• _•••••• , ....... __.. 1.76 1.25 1.28 1.02 I.M 1.61 I.W 1.46 1,10 
....--~----'" 
PH rent oC grand avernge ...........__ ......... __ ........... 115.13 82.24 84.21 100. f>8 101.97 91f34 98.68 00.05 72. 37 100.00 ~ 

Dirt:· , !1J.Number o( Oecces..........._____••••••••••_................ r 1 20 177 389 500 208 W 10 

AVllragu weight. Jloupds .................................... 3.6 4.15 • 4.110 4.& 4.75 4.73 0.00 5.20 3.80 

1,356 -----Tso 

t:II'er cent oC grulld average ..................................... 72.02 113.76 lI5.83 101.04 118.90 98.64 104.17 1118.33 79.17 .................... 100.00 
 1!'1 

Number of neeces ....... __....__•••••__..................... 1 1 20 181 3116 612 211 53 10 1,3& 
I.ength oC slaJlle: . 

---.--~2:iAverage length, InchCB.......~. __ ........................... 3.80 1.80 " '2. 80 2.28 2.28 2.11>· 2.17 2.15 2.35 ~ 

Per cent of grand nvernge.................___.. ~•• _-•••• --•• 170.40 80.72 103.14 102. 24 102. 24 ~ej· 97.31 00.41 105,38 -_.............-. 100.00 
 0Charllcter o{ Ileece: 
Number oC Ileeccs...__......._. __......................__ ••• 1 1 20 180 395 611 .:lll 53 10 1,382 "'J 
Average character, per cent oC perCer!....................... 76.0 ·M.O 83.5 82.3 83.3 84;9 85.8 l!6.1 90.0 ------srii 


~ Per cent of grnnd nverage ................................... 88.97 (111.24 99.05 97.63 Il8.S1 100. 71 101.78 102.14 100. 76 .. ., ..........._.... 100.00 
llenslty oC Ileece: 

Number oC lleeces....__.........._.......................... 1 1 14 101 245 300 123 32 10 827 .. - ............... 

I 
!'

.Average density. per C(lnt of perCccL........................ 85.0 0Ii.0 .86.4 82.8 85.0 35•• lIS. 8 l!6.0 ...._............. 85.£ 0 

Fer cent of grand averARc.........__••\~ .................... 09.42 m.ll 101. 0lI 00.84 00.. 42 90.83 103.86 .~J 100. f>8 ................... 100.00 
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CBAIUCTDOI' n.DCE 

The, faotor, character of .fleece, seemed to bear its most important 
relationship to the length of staple. Table 9 shows that with theJIn
provement in the character of the :fleeces they improved in length Qf 
staple. As mentioned in the preceding paragraph,charaoter was 
slightly associated with the finer fiber and there was a little tendency 
for the scoured-fleece weights to incre!iSe as the character of th~ wool 
improved. The choicest character was very slightly associated with 

+.slightly less grease per fleece. Otherwise, the ciDfl~eJlcwof character 
was unimportant. 

TABLE 9.:-:Character of fleece in relation to other[acfDTs i~ 1l!ool, -produdion 

RaogeandaverB(!e~.haraCter.··,iD~ceot', _ ., I . '.
ofpertect . 

. ' .. , ' TotBl 
num.ber OnmdFactor 90.1 to BO.l to 70.1 to 00.1 to. 00 or of 8l"8l818 

100 90 80' 70 .. Ie6S fIeeoIII 

!IS 85 75 65 55; 

~~--------------------I----
FI3ece weight, llDSCOum: 

Number of O ___________ ~-------------- «1 600. em BO' 13 I,mA verage weight, pounds_________________ --~iin710. !IS 10.7' 10.52 10.1lS 11_73Per centof grand average _________________ 101_67 09_72 W.~ 101.67 108.111: -----...- 100:00 
Fleece weight, scoured: f) , ~ 

Number of fIeeces-______________________ :.)425 583 ""360 7' 11 1,-&53
Average weight, pounds ______________ "~__ 4.13 3.1lS 3. 73, 4.32 --~ 

----aoo I~ 
"3.72 -.. ..~~Per cent of grand, average_________________ .,~104.56 100. 00 94; . .a 94: IS 109.37 100.00 ~~----~-

Moisture driven off:Number of 0 _______________________ Si 
425 583 '100 .. 11 I,Q_.\verage weight, pounds__________________ ,47 .47 .45 •. 45 .55 --_.......- .. -----:46 

':~
Per.eent of grand average _________________ 102.17 102.17 97_83 97_83 119.57 -_ ...._--- 100.00 1Grease: /tNumber of Oeooes.._______________________ 425 583 360 7'1 11Average weight, pounds_________________ 1,Q ----i:-lii ~1
1.49 1.55 1.53 L79 1.52 .......... _--.
Per cent of grand average ________________ 96.75 100.65 99.35 116.Zl 98. 70. ... _.._---- 100.00 


Dirt:
. Number of 0-.._______________________ 
423 583 360 74 11A verage weight, pounds_ .. ________________ I,Q ----i"Si 

Per cent of grand average _________________ 4.87 4.'76 4.79 5.08 5.77 -----_..... 
101.04 98. 76 09.38 105. 39 119. 71 ..------ .. ' 100.00 

Length of staple: Number of Oeeces_________________________ «2 601 377 BO 13Average length, IDches.. __________________ 2.12 
1,513 ----an2.34 2. 21 1.98 1.80 ---_ .._--Percent of grand average _________________ 105.88 100.00 95.93 89.59 SL45 --_..... _-- 100.00 

Flnenes! of fiber: Number of Oeeces..________________________ 
, 

.os 557 337 69 11
AVerllgl) fineness, splonlog counta. ________ 

1,382 ---6i:iii61.74 61.2t 61.09 60.84 58.73 ---_...... --Per ceel of grand average _________________ 100.70 09.89 09.64 OO.Zl 95.79 ---_.......... 100.00 

Density of fleece: 
Number of fIeec:ls.________________________ .os 557 336 68 11 .1,380

A \'erage density, per cent of perrect~______ 85.S 85.7 84.9 84.1 85.5Per cent of grand average _________________ SI'.9 --- .. ---
100.35 lOO.Zl OO.:jO 98.36 100.47 ---_....-- 100.00 

DENSITY OF FLEECE 

As the density of the fleeces increased the fleece weights increased, 
both unscoured and scoured (fig. 15); they also increased in weight of 
grease and dirt and to a slight. extent.in the weight of moisture; they 
were a little shorter in staple /)ond on the whole a little finer .in fiber~ 
The relationship of density to character of :fleece was unimportant. 
A study of Table 10 shows that none of the influences of density of 
fleece on the other factors were of more than moderate importance. 
Of the 1,3£1! {leeces only 2 were in the group averaging as low as 55 
percent of a perfect density; thus the more abrupt drop of that group 
in. weight of clean wool can not be taken as final; nevertheless it iHn 
general aligrunent with the trend. Considering the other four groups 
of fleeces aver;aging from 65 to 95 per cent in density, the drop of 1 
per cent in density coincides with a drop of about one one-hundredths 
of a pound of clean wool per fleece. 
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FIG.15.,-Denslty of fIeeoe as B factor In ther:;;!~C;;
don of actual, cIeBn wool. As the fI_ 
less dense or more.o~n tbe weights ofclean wool per 
fIeeoe ,;Bveraged slightly _.' While. deD!ltY Is 
worthy of coD!lderatlon, length of staple Is more 
important, as Is shown In Figure 13. Basic data 
for density are liven In Table 10 

o 

TABLE lO.-Denaity oj fleece in relation to otherJactor/J in tDOOl prod~iim 

Range and average density In IJ!lC cent or per1eet-
Total Grand 

~ own- Bver-Factor· 110.1 to 100 SO.1 to 90 70.1 to SO 60.1 toro 60 or lee berof agefteeces 
95 85 75 811 55 

f::') ,
FIeooe weight. tmscOured:Number of 0-_______________ 558 680 420 38 5 1,701 

Average weight, pounds~ _______ 11.09 10.56 10.62 10.13 10.30 ...._..--.. 10. 71 
Per cent or grand Bverage....____ ~ 103. 65 98.60 98.23 1lf.158 96.17 100.00 

Fleece weight, seoum:Nwnber of 0-_______________ 458 530 335 2iI 2 1,354 ---.T9iAverap weight, pounds_______ 3.86 3.n 3.5 -_ .._......... 
Per cent or gr&Ddaverage_______ 102. 28 99.75 f11.f11 IN. 92 88.83 -- .... ---- 100.00 

Moisture dr~ven olI: f-

4.03 3.93 

Number or fIeeoes______________~ 530 335 2iI 2 1,354458 -----~47Averap weight, pounds________ .411 .46 .46 .45 .50 --------
Per cent or grand averap_______ f11_ 87 f11.87 95.n 106. 38 100.00 

Greose: 
102.13 -------

Nr;mber or fIeeoes_______-------•. 458 530 335 211 2 1,354 
----i~62Aven;.~ weight,. pounds________ 1.66 1.42 LlI2 1.27 1.25 --------

Per cellt or grand averap_______ 109.21 93.42 100.00 83.55 82.24 ----.. -~..- 100.00 
~Irt: )1')\ NUf';6er or fIeeoes_______________ 458 530 335 211 2 1,354 ----_ .._

.. <, A"erage weight, pounda_____.-- 4.99 4.73 4.68 4.47 4.5 -------- 4.80 
. Percent of grand Bv81111!8_______ 103. 96 98.54 f11.50 93.13. 93.75 -_ .._---- 100.00 

Le~~=~~c______________ (lS9 li40 :HI 30 3 1,383 ------_ .. 
- Average length, inchas ________ 2.12 2.30 _2.25 2.211 2.27 ...._----- 2.23' 

Per cent of grand Bverage______ 95.07 103.14 100.90 10L35 IOL79 _..- ..---- 100.00 
Flne~ of fiber:Number of fleeces_______• _______ 287 317 203 18 2 8'rI -----_... -

Average fineness, spinning 
~ 

oounts_______________________ 
OhM 6L50 6(!.71 6L78 57.0 -_........... _- ilL 32 

Per cent or grand Bverage_______ 100.38 100.29 99.01 100. 75 92.95 -_..... ---- 100.00 
ChlU1lCter of fleece:Number or fIeeoas.______________ '(lS9 541 337 30 3 1,380 .. 

Average chlU1lCter, per etint of perfect_______________________" 
84.0 85.5 83.4 79.0 78.3 84.3 

Pe~ cent of grand e.V6,rage'______ 99.64 101.42 98.93 93.71 92.88 100.00 
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE WOOL PRODUCTION 

FACE COVERING OF SHEEP 
, ~ 

The numbers of fleeces in the various groups reported in Table 11 
indicate the very strong tendency for the Rambouillet ewes in this 
study to have considerable covering of wool over the face. As 
already mentioned these ewes were purebred and typical Ram
bouillets and it is believed that the following facts about their face 
covering may be broadly applied to the purebred or high-grade 
Rambouillet sheep raised in the United States. Those with the barest 
faces had heavier fleece weights, both unscoured and scoured, 'than 
those havirig heavily covered faces; their fleeces also contained more 
moisture and grease but less dirt. Between these extremes of bar&
ness of face and the very heavy wool covering there are some fluctua
tions in the intermediate groups; furthermore, ,tbe numbers of ewes 
having the heaviest face covering (70 per cent or lower freedom from 
covering) being more numerous than those having only a moderate 
to light amount of face covering (70.1 per cent orhigher freedom from 
covering), the barefaced ewes are too few to permit the correlations 
for face covering as reported in Table 19 to be of importantsignificance. 

TABLE H.-Face covering of sheep in relation to other fadors in wool produdion 

Range and avernge moo covering oCsheep 
In per cent oC absence 01 face covering 

Total 
num· GrandFactor DIU 80.1 70.1 60.1 60 or berol 8ver&18 

to 100 to 90 to 80 to 70 less fleeces 

95 85 75 65 55 

1-------------
Fleece weight, unscoured: Number 01 Oeeces ________________________ 

212 137 306 281 775 1,711Average weight, pounds __________________ ---iii.-76
Per cent or grand average_________________ 10. 94 1L15 lLIM 10.27 10. 72 ........._--

10L67 103. 62 102. 60 95.45 99.63 -.._--_ .. - lin00t Fleece weight, scoured: }, Number o~ fleeces. _______________________ 
173 110 230 208 M4 1,365Average weight, pounas__________________ :---3:064.08 4.08 4.13 3.82 3.88Per cent or grand averagf .. ________________ -------103. 03 103.03 11M. 29 96.46 100.0097.98 --........--
Moisture driven off:Number olfleeces________________________ 
173 110 230 208 M4 1,365 ......._----
Average weight, pounds__________________ .49 .48 .48 .44 .46 .47Per cent o[ grand average_________________ -------11M. 26 102.13 102.13 93.62 97,R'] lOD.OO-----..--Gnase: ' Number oC Oeeces ________________________ 
173 110 230 208 M4Average wclght,!::unds __________________ 1,365 ---"[63Loo L58 1.71 L37 L47Per cent o[ gran average_________________ -.. _----

108.50 103. 27 llL 76 89.54 96.08 100.00-.. -.......--

Dirt:Number of f1eeces ________________________ 

173 110 230 208 M4Average weight,!::unds__________________ 1,365 ---"4:Si4. 72 5.06 4.86 4.48 4.94 ----.........
Per cent 01 gran average_________________ 97.52 11M. 55 100. 41 92.56 102. 07 100.00-----...-.. 
Lenl!J~~~~gl~eeces________________________ 

174 112 245 214 656 1,401Average length, Inches ___•_______________ 2.26 2.24 2.18 2.31 2.19 2.22_z ______Per cent or grand average _________________ -------101.80 100. 90 98.20 11M. 05 98.65 100.00 
Fineness or fiber: Number or f1eeces ________________________ 89 52 137 125 390 793Average lIneness, spinning counts________ 60.90 6L 15 60. iO 61.39 61.77 ---OL39 

Per cent or grand average_________________ 99.20 99.61 98.88 100.00 100. 62 100.00 
Character or fleece: Number of f1eeces ________________________ 174 112 242 214 658 1,400

Avernge character, per cent of perfect. ____ 86.0 82. 9 82.5 84.2 84.6 84.20Per cent or grand average_________________ -------102. 14 98.46 97.98 100.00 100. 48 100. 00 
Density or fleece: .Number or fleeces ________________________ 89 52 137 125 390 793

Average density, per cent or perfect _______ 84.2 82.9 83.9 84.7 87.1 85.6Per cent or grand average_________________ -------
98.36 96.85 98.01 98. 95 101.75 100.00 

Referring to Table 11 there seems to be no important re1ation 
between face covering Rnd such factors as length 'of staple, fineness of 
fiber, character of fleece, or density of fleece. 
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In brief, the facts indicate that a moderate amount of fare covering 
(not less than about 70 per cent of absolute freedom from covering) 
and complete freedom from wool blindness are consistent with the 
most efficient wool production. 

SKIN FOLDS 

The data regarding skin folds reported in this bulletin are based on 
the neck -folds of the sheep. The reasons for accepting this as a 
reliable method are given under the heading "Description of factors." 
The absence of folds is arbitrarily used as the highest valuafor this 
factor, but without prejudice on this point. In reading Table 12 
one will note that as the presence of folds increased the assigned 
percentage values of this factor were decreased. A study of this 
table brings out the fact that as the folds increased (scored lower) 
the unscoured-fleece weights increased. Th~re was also II. general 
tendency for the scoured-fleece weights to increase as the sheep be
came more wrinkled, but the highest yield of clean wool was for 
sheep no more wrinkled than about 60.1 to 70 per cent of absolute 
freedom from folds. The weights of moisture, grease, and dirt also 
increased as the folds becam", more numerous. On the other hand, 
the length of staple was longest on the smoothest sheep and shortest 
on the most wrinkled ones. Finenes~.of fiber was not appreciably 
influenced by folds, although a carefuhniUdy of this relation as shown ,; 
in Tables 12 and 19 indicates a very l"ligbt tendency for more fineness 
in the fle"'l~s from the less wrinkled sheep. Character of fleece was a 
trifle highor in the fleeces from the smoother sheep, whereas density 
of fleece was a little greater on sheep with more folds. 

A summary of the data of Table 12 indicates that the most produc .. 
tive group of ewes is the one averaging 65 per cent freedom from folds. 
These ewes had slightly more folds than would be considered medium 
for range Rambouillets but they were not heavily folded. This 
folding could be classified as moderately heavy. The npmber of 
fleeces was smallest for this group and it is therefore certain that in 
this representative strain of range Rambouillets there was not a large 
proportion of them with more than a medium or· a moderate amount 
of folding. Nevertheless, moderate to heavy folding at the neck was 
in this investigation sufficiently associated with satisfactory fleece 
weights to justify further study of this question. An investigation 
of lnrger numbers of the fleeces from the sheep that are moderately 
to heavily folded is necessary before definite conclusions on this point 
can be drawn. 

http:Finenes~.of
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TABLE 12.-Skin fold8 i.n relatwn to other jactor8 in wool productiota 

Range and BVel'8l!8 skID rolds or sheep In 
1lBr cent 01 BiJeence or rolds 

1----;---.------.-';.;.''--;---1 Totru 
num- OrandFactor 

00.1 to 80.1 to 70.1 to 611.1 to 60 or ~ B'1!r8ge
100 00 80 70 less 


95 85 75 65 65 


-------------1---------r-------
Fleece weight; unscoured: Number or fleeces. ______________________ _ 458 125 144 1,692 ________
340 625


A vel'8l!8 weight, pounds __________________ 9.91 10. 60 11. OIl 11.78 lL 72 .______ 10. 76 

Per cent or grand BVel'8l!8---------------- 112.10 98.51 
 102.42 109.48 108.92 ____.___ 100.00 

Fleece weight, scoured: Number or 1Ieeces_________________________ 266 519 369 00 106 1,353 ________

Average weight, pounds __________________ 3.76 3. 91 3. W 4. 38 4. 2i _______ • 3. 98

Per cent or grand average _________________ I». 95 98. 74 100. 25 110.61 107. ~ ~. ___ .__ 100. 00 


Moisture driven olI: 
Number of 1Ieeces.______- ________________ _ 263 519 369 In 106 1,353 __•____ _

Average weight, pounds _________________ .« .46 • 41 .52 .48 ________ .46, 

Per cent or grand aV8I'81!8--------------- 95.65 100.00 102.11 113.04 104.35 _______• ,100.00, 

Grease:Number or fleeces. _____ •_________________ _ 266 519 369 00 106 1,353 •______ _

Avel'8l!8 weight, pounds _________________ _ 1.21 1.43 1.64 1.74 2.111 ._______ 1.53

Per cent of grand average __•______________ 83. 01 93. 46 107. 19 113. 73 135: 95 ._______ 100. 00 


Dirt:

Number or fleeces_____________.-__________ 266 519 369m 106 1,353, ________

Avel'8l!8 weight, pounds _________________ _ 4. 39 4. 80 4. 98 5.:U 5. 20 ________ 4. 83 

Per cen~ or grand Bvel'8l!8------- _________ _ 90. 89 00.38 103.11 108. 49 107.66 ________ 100. 00 


Length or smple:
Number or fleeces____________________.~_, 376 00 III 1,389 __ •_____214 535
Average lensth, Inehes. _____..__________ . 2. 15 2. 17 2. OIl ________ 2. 22
2.34 2.25 

Per cent or grund avel'8l!8----------_------ 105.41 101.35 
 96. 85 97.75 00.00 ._______ 100. 00 

FinenessNumberor fiber:of fleeces_______________________ _ 781 ________
151 218 219 58 69


Average fineness: spinning counts ________ _ ___ 61.36 

Per cent or gruna avel'8l!8------___________ 00.82 100.15 00. 41 100. 59 98.83 . ___ 100. 00 


CharaclAlrNumber01 fleece:or fleeces 


61.25 61.112 61.00 61. 72 60.64 

___________________ •_____ 00 110 1,385 _______ _214 534 374 

_~vel'8l!8 characrer, per cent or perfect_.__ 84.6 85.1 83.6 
 83.6 81.1 ________ 84.2 
Per cent of grand average. _______ •________ 00.29 96. 32 ________ 100. 00100.48 101.07 00.29 

Density of fleece:Number of fleeces _______ •_____ •••__ . ____ _ 218 218 58 69 780 ________
151 

Average density, per cent of perfect._____ _ 83.4 85.0 86:8 86. 9 88. 0 ________ 8li. II 

Per cent of grand average. ________________ 97.43 00.30 1101.40 101.52 102. 80 _._____ 100. 00 

BODY WEIGHT 

The body weights used were taken promptly after shearing when 
the ewes were 1 year old. They are therefore more comparable than 
ewe weights taken after that age, because of the variations inweight 
among ewes that are raising lambs. Table 13 presents data that 
indicate a fairly positive relation between th:~ body weights and the 
unscoured-fleece weights. The scoured-fleece weights also increased 
with increase in body weight up to body weights nf about 100 poUnds 
and then the scoured-fleece weights declined as the body weighre, 
increased. On the whole there was a little more grease in the fleeces 
from the heavier sheep but Table 13 shows considerable fluctuation 
in this relationship. 

:t 
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TABLE 13.-Body weight 0/ sheep as a/ador in toool produdion Col:! 
0) 

Range and average body weigbts of sheep in potinds 

~ TotalFactor c!roor number I Grand50 to 59 60 to 69 I' 70 to 79 80 to 89 90 to 99 1100 to 1091110 to 119 more ilf lIeeoes average I I%: 
115 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 ~ 

------I 
Fleece weight, unscoured: ~ 

Number of llooce.~ _____________________________________________________ 9 169 517 509 189 75 70 104Average weight, pounds______________________________________________ __________ 10. 60 t:d
10.114 9.99 '10.51 10,80 10.68 11.07 10.&1 11.32 1. 642 r-------__________ 100.00Per cent of grand average _____________________________________________ 102. 63, 93.71 98.59 101.31 100.19 103.85 101.'59 100.19 __________ 12. 47Per cent of average body weight of sheep______________________________ 19.89 15.37 14.01 12. 71 11:24 10.04 9.42 9.06 ~}.

Fleece weight, scoured: ~ Number oC fleeces __________________ •__________________________________ .• 6 122 405 390 150 61 66 99
A verage Weight, pounds_______________________________________________ 3.33 3.61 3.91 4.02 4.11 4.06 3.88 3.88 ____ ~:~_ ------i-94 

Per cent of grand average_____________________________________________ 84.52 91.62 99.24 102. 03 104. 31 103.05 98.48 98.48 100. GIl ~ 
Per cent of average body weight oC sheep______________________________ 0.05 5.115 5.21 4.73 4.33 3.87 3.37 3.10 4.115 

00Grease:Number oC fleeC63 __________________.__________________________________ 

A verage weight, pounds ______________ _______________________________ 6 122 , 405 390 150 61 66 99 1,299 -----Tsa ~ 


~ 

1.75 1.43 1.46 1.61 1.45 1.59 1.48 1.70Per cent oC grand average _____________________________________________ c:!114.38 93.46 95.42 105;23 94.77 '103.92 96.73 111.11 100.00Per cent oC average bedy weight of sheep______________________________ 3.18 2.20 1.95 1.89 1.53 1.51 1.29 '1.36 1.77 
Length of staple: ~Number DC fleeces _____________________________________________________ 


Average length, inches ________________________________________________ -----"2."23
7 127 404 392 160 04 -68 103 71,325 
~2.09 2.26 2.26 2.23 2.29 2.17 2.10 2.05 :;;,;:- .._----

Fin!'i[o;.~~~b~~d uverage_____________________________________________ I?'j93.72 101.35 101.35 100.00 102. 69 97.31 94.17 91.93 100.00 

Number oC fleeces _____________________________________________________ 


5Average flnenOSS spinning counts _____________________________________ 84 262 238 87 28 19 34 757 .. -- ......- .. - .. ~ 
61.20 61.19 60.72 61.03 60.97 61.50 62.42 62.41 61.05

d 100.25 100.23 99.46 99.97 99.87 100.74 102.24 102.23 100.00Pcr cent oC gran average _____________________________________________ 0 
I:IjCharacterNumberoC fleece:of fleeces _____________________________________________________ 

7 127 403 387 158 65 69 105 1,:>21 
&1.7 84.1 84.0 84.3 84.3 &1.2Average

Per cent 
character,
of grand average 

per cent 
____ 

oC 
•.
perfect-
___ •______ 

________________________________ 
• _____ ••••_______ ._._____ ••___ 77.9 i 86.4 

------M"i 
92.63 99.52 100.00 99.88 100.24 02.73 100.24 98.93 100.00 

Density oC Ilooce: ~ Number oC fleeces _________ •_______________ •••______ ._.____ •______ •____ 
5 84 262 238 84 27 19 8 727 -- .. _- ..- .. _.. CA vernge density, per cent of perCect _________________ •_________________ 85.0 82.4 84.7 85;7 85.7 87.2 90.3 86.2 85.1Per cent oC grand average __ ••___________ ~ _____________________________ 00.88 00.&1 99.53 100. 71 100.71 102.47 106.11 .101.29 1@·OO ~ 

! The grand average body weight JXlr sheep for the.group yielding the 1,642 fleeces used. in the study of unscoured-fleece weight was 85.51 pounds. Thegrend average body

weight per shoop for tlie group yielding the.l,2991leeoes used In the study of scoured-llilece welghta and the welghts of grease per lleeOe was 86.!i3 pounds. ~ 


\~. 
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE WOOL PRODUCTION '37 

Length of staple was longest on ewes that had yearling weights 
ranging from 90 to 99 pounds per head, and shortest on the 103 
ewes that weighed 120 pounds or more. Ewes having yearling 
weights ranging from 60 to 99 pounds had staple averaging as long as or 
longer than the grand average of the exltire group, whereas ewes with 
yearling body weights below 60 pounds or above 99 pounds had staple 
averaging shorter than the grand average. 

There was a little tendency for increased fineness in the fleeces 
from the heavier ewes. In general, there, was no important relation 
between character of fleece and body weight. The trend Was toward 
greater density of fleece in the sheep of greater weight. 

Considering the most important influences of these body weights 
it is apparent that the sheared yearling weights of range Rambouillet 
ewes varying from about 80 to 110 pounds under actual range con
ditions are positively related to the factors that make the greatest 
profits in wool production. 

The percentages of unscoured and scoured fleece weights and of the 
weights of grease per fleece, based on body weights, are shown in 
Table 13. The 1,642 unscoured fleeces were from ewes averaging 
sheared, yearling body weights of 85.51 pounds. Their unscoured 
fleeces averaged 10.66 pounds, or 12.47 per cent as great as the 
yearling body weights of the ewes from which they were sheared. 
The ewes averaging 55 pounds for body weight yielded fleeces 19.89 
per cent as great as their average sheared body weights, and as the 
body weights of the other groups increased the proportioIl;~te weights 
of their fleeces decreased. The 1,299 scoured fleeces \~'~re from 
yearling ewe~ averaging 86.53 pounds in sheared bodY""'weight. 
Table 13 shows that these 1,299 ewes average 3.94 pounds of clean 
wool per fleece or 4.55 per cent as much as their body weights. These 
same ewes averaged 1.53 pounds of grease in their fleeces~' which 
amounts to 1.77 per cent of their body weights. As in the unscoured
fleece weights the proportionate weights of clean wobl and grease 
decrease as the body weights increase. 

MUTTON TYPE 

The better mutton type is associated with heavier unscoured-fleece 
weights except for a few off-type ewes. The advantage of type to 
clean wool yields was rather small but it was positive for the groups 
as a whole. The few ewes scoring low in type averaged the heaviest 
fleeces of clean wool. The ewes of choice type yielded the fleeces with 
rather heavy weights of grease but the 62 fleeces from ewes scoring as 
low ns or lower than 70 per cent on type had the heaviest weights of 
grease, and fleeces from ewes of good or medium type were inter
mediate in grellse weights. Length of staple was not much affected, 
but there was a slight tendency for the better-type ewes to _grow 
a little shorter staple. Fineness was practically unaffected. Char
acter of fleece was lowest in the off-type ewes, but on the whole not 
greatly influenced, and density of fleece was undisturbed by type. 
Considering all these facts, selection for, good mutton type should be 
more of a help than It hindrance to profitable woolgrowing. 

" ,~ 
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TABLE 14...,....M~ type of Bheep in t,elatian to other.jactor8 in tDoOl production 
, 

,
Factor 

(J 

Fleece welght, uillIcoured: Number of fI _________________ _______~ 

Average weight, pounds ___________: ______ 
Per cent of grand average _________________ 

Fleece weight, scoured: Number offleeces________________________ 

Average Wlllght,~unds------------------Per cent of gran average_____________.---
Grease:Number of fleeces ________________________ 

Average welght,~unds-~-----~----------Per cent of gran average_________________ 

LenJl~~~E:'lieeces_______________ c________ 

,,' Average length,lnches ____________________ 

FIn!~~~f!,~Ud average_.---------------
Number of fI_________________________ 
Average lIneness spinning counts ________ 
Per cent of grandaverage.----------------

Character of fleeoo: ' Number of fleeces ________________________ 
Average character, per cent of perfect.____
Per cent of grand average _________________ 

Density of fleece:
Number of fleeces ________________________ 
Average density, per Cf)nt of perfect _______
Per cent o! grand average_________________ 

In per cent o!perfect 

110.1 to 80.1 to 70;1 to 60.1 to 
100 80 70go 

115 85 75 65 

376 6Il8 579 73 
11.16 ,10.70 10.51 11.09 

103.77 • 99.44 97.68 103.07 

307 583 «0 52 
,4.02 3.115 3.89 4.25 

10L52 00.75 98.23 107.32 

307 583 52 
I.M 1.45 l~g 1.72 

107.19 94. 77' 00.35 112.42 

316 597 448 54 
2.15 2.25 2.,22 2.33 

96.85 XOl.35 100.00 104. 115 

168 314 285 32 
60.00 6L67 61.19 00.88 
99.43 100.59 00.80 00.30 

314 597 446 ,54 
83.4 84.9 83.9 82.2 

99.17 100.115 00.76 97.74 

168 313 285 32 
86.4 86.0 84.5 84.1 

101.05 100.58 98.83 98.36 

I 

Range and average mutton type of sheep 

60 or 
Jess 

55 

11 
11.41 

100.11' 

10 
4.30 

108.59 

10 
L70 

111.11 

10 
2.10 

94.59 

9 
60.22 

TotBl 
number Orand 

of average 
fleeces 

1,737 
---iii~76 

100.00 

1,3112 
----3~iiii 

.........---.. 100.00 


1,3112 
--;~~ 

1,425 ----2:'22 
-----.--~ .._-_.......-


BOS, 

98.22 --_.._--
10 1,421 

77.0 -------
91.56 

9 807 
87.2 _..._----

101.99 ---...._-

100.,00 

61.31 
100.00 

----84~i 

100.00 

----85:"5 
100.00 

MUTTON CONDITION 

The mutton condition of the ewes was scored right after,' their 
yearling fleeces were sheared. As shown in Table 15, a very large 
majority of the ewes were in good or medium. condition as yearlings. 
The heaviest fleeces, both unscoured and scoured, were from the 
ewes that were in choice condition as yearlings; but as will be seen 

Ijn Table 19, fleece weight is not strongly correlated with condition. 
Ewes that were in good condition had the lowest grease content in 
their fleeces, but there was so much :fluctuation among the different 
groups that this relationship is unimportant. Ewes averaging good, 
or 85 per cent in condition, grew the longest staple, and in general 
as they declined in condition they grew shorter stap~e. However, 
curious as it may seem, the ewes grading choice, or an average of 
95 per cent in condition, produced fleeces averaging the shortest in 
staple. Nevertlleless,when all the 1,216 ewes were considered, the 
better condition seemed to favor length of staple. The 48 fleeces 
averaging the finest w~re from ewes grading as low or lower than 
70 per cent in condition. In general, there was a very slight tend
ency for the finest-fleeced ewes to ba in the poorest oondition,hut 
the 40, fleeces from ewes in choice condition were also relatively 
fine. The influences of condition on the character and density of 
the fleeces were of little or no importance. 
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TABLE 15.-MuUon condition in relation to other fadora in wool production 

Range Bnd average mutton condition
of sheep in per cent of perfect

I--~--.,---'=i-'---.,.---I ~~. GrandFactor 90.1 to SO.I to 70.1 to 60.1 to 60 or ber of aver100 90 SO 70 less fleeces age 

95 &; 75 ..;,Y:65 Ii6

--I---------Fleece' weight, UIlSCOUred:Number of f1eeces_________________________ 109 751 	 1,473, ________Average weight, pounds__________________ 517 60 36,
11.22 10.44 10.1v.lPer cent of grand average_________________ 105.35 

10.77
98.03 101.13 102.54 104.32Fleece weight, scourad:Number or f1eeces. __ •_____________________ 	

11.11 ::::::::1 J.8::::
97 	 1,187 ________Averagfi weight, pounds __________________ 579 417 59 35

4.11 3.89 3.94 4.04 
________ 3.91Per cent or grand average________________ 105.12 

3.62 
103.32 

________ 100. 0099.49 100.77 92.68Grease:Number or lleecea_________________________

Average weight.~UDds-- ________________ 97 579 417 59 35


1.00 1.37 
1.187 ----nsPer cent or gran average_____._._________ 105.41 

1.58 1.48 1.75 .....---.......
Length of staple: 92.57 106. 76 100.00 118.201 .....-.. 100.00Number or f1eeces____________•___________ 

---... 

Average length, jnches._______ • ___________ 101 585 432 61 37 1,216

Per cent or grand average_____• ____• ______ 2.09 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.12 .. --_....-- ----i~23

93.72 103.14 98.65 94.17 95.07 100.00Fineness	Numberof fiber:or f1eeces_________________________ 
..------. 

Average f1neness
d

spinDlng counts ________ 344 270 30 18 70261.95 61.24 61.19Per cent of gran average_________________ 100.95 
63.27 62.00 ---iii~a7

40 	

..------99.79 99.71 103.10 101.03 100.00CharacterNumberof fleece:or lleeces____________ •___________ 101 586 428 61Average character. per cent of perfect. ____ 	 37
Per cent of gmnd average_________________ 83.6 84.7 83.8 83.7 

1,213 ----gra
99.17 100.47 99.41 99.29 

85.8 ..------ ...
Density of fleece: 	 101.78 ....... _--- .. 100.00
Number of lleecea_________________________


Average density, per cent of perfect_______ 
40 344 270 30 18 702


89.5 85.8 86.0 86.3 86.1 ----8ii~iPer cent of grand average.________________ 103. 95 99.65 99.88 100.23 100.00 
---------------- 100.00 

MUTTON BACI( 

In Table 16 it will be seen that the conformation of the back ofthe sheep had no significant relation to wool production. Only averysmall percentage of the ewes ~aded as low as 70 per cent on back.Ewes ~ading good to choice m back had the. finest fleeces. ThoseaveragIng good or 85 per cent in back had the longest staple, butthe differences in lengtli o! staple are small. It see~s, accordin~ tothese data, that the selection for good mutton backs m Rambouilletewes is a wise rractice, for in general it does not seem to interferewith good woo production a.nd it is certainly an asset in. muttonproduction. 

\ 
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TABLE 16.-MuUortback in relatirint~ other/actorB in.wtioZ. pro~ud~· 
. -. .' 


Range iindaverage of the mutton 'inwk8' 

'. of the sheep In per cent of perfect 
I--~--.,----:-__-;----I Total Gmid 

Factor ~~ .·aver..9(1.1 roSO.! to 7O.lto 00.1 to 60 IIi" 
100 90 SO 70 less 1!ooces l1l\I .. 

96 85 711 65 "65 

------------~I·--~-..~-.-.-.- --"-,'. -',-.-'-r-:--- -'-.-". 
Fleece weight, 1lJ1l!coui'ed: • ,

Number of fleeces ••••~_••_••_"••__ ••_••__ 34.1 693 5'/3 52: ,
Average weight. pounds. __________ .-----. 10.94 . 10.62 10..72: 1t.48Per cent of grandaverage _______________ •• 101. tr1 .l1li,,70 99.63 106.69 

Fleece weIght, scoured:. ' .Number of fleeces ___________.____________ 295 
S59. 439 37Average, weight, pounds _________••_______ 3. 91' 3.93 4.00 4.46. 

Per cent of gran(\ average_________________ 98. 74 99.24 101. OJ. 112.37 
Grea.'!Il: .Number of fleeces_•••_c___________________ 295 Ii59 439 .37Average weight. poUDds____________ ~_____ ) 1.59 1.43 1.57 1.68Per cent of grand averaJ!.e•••__ •__________ • '.Im. 92 93.46 i02..,61 109. SO 
Length ofstaple: .NUmber of fleeces __ •• ____ •______...____.. 3f11 M9 449 35 . 651,425 _~____.;.:.,..

Averagu length, Inches __________________• 2.15 :U8 2.21 , 2.2L 2.14, _••_c... . 2. 22 
Percent of grand average_-------~----.-.. 96. 85 ~02.70 99.65 99.65 l!6.4O _..__ ".. 100.00,

Fineness of Jlber: 
Numoor ol'fleeces ....._._.••__ ••••_••___• 147 317 279 20 . 45 ,@08 .:.--4--
Average llnenessl sp!Jm1ng cOUDts~.___ •__ • 61.51 61.63 61.18 60. 20 6Q,.\16 ......._ 61.31 
Per cent of.grana average ........_~____... 100.33 100.36 99.79 98.19 98. 45 .._"_.,-C 100. 00 : 

Character 01 fleece:
Number ofaeeces~...._...__ ..__ ....__ ... 310 569. 443 35.64. "1,421 _~...... 
A'verageciharacter, per cent of perfect_ .... 84. 3 84;8 83;5 82. 4 82.8. ........ '. 84.1 
Per cent 01 grand average .............._.. 100. ~ 100.83 99.29 97; 98 98.~'· ...·_....100.00 

Density of fleece: 
Number of fteeces........................~ 147 316 279 20: {I) 807. •....___ . 
Average density. per cent of'per/ect •• __... 87.6 85.4 84.6 81. I) 86; 6 .....".. '85. 5 

~ . Per cent 01 grand Merage .•_......._...... 102. 46 .99.88 98.95 95.32 101. 29 _.._~... ]00. 00 ., .. 

.J/
,-'" 

MUTTON BUMP 

Most of the ewes graded from 70 to 90p~r cent on tbe.conioi-rna.
tion ~f their rumps. T,he,ewes that~adefchoict; or90~1~'100per 
cent m rump were the ones averagmg lrighest In unscour6d-fleec~ 

.w:ei~hts. Tht;y w~ra s1ightlyabov~average in scoured-fleece weights,· 
and substantIally above average mgrease.content per f!.e~ce~ In 
all other relationships the rump was UI;l~portari.t. It therefore·. 
ttppears from Table 17 that the selection of good rumps on Rain~ 
bouillets will in no way interfere with good wool production. " 

· .....!.),v 
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FACTORs' 'rHATINFLUENCE WOOL PRODUCTION 
. . , 

TABr.E 17.":-Mutton rUmp in relation to DiM?' JacWr:tJ in wool production 

Range and average of the mutton romP6 
of the sheep in p(lr cent of perfed 

Factor 90.1 to 80.1 to 70.1 to 60.1 to 60 or 
100 90 . 80 70 less 

95 85 75 55 

----------:--...,.---'--'-I~------.----.---
Fleece weight, oo."OOmed:. .Number of lIeeOO8_~___"_________________ ~_ . 192 752 689 76 2Q 1~'737 _____ "__ 

Average weight, pounds_~ __ : __________~__ 11.17 10. 69 10. 70 10. 83 10. 84 ___ ~ __-- 10. 78 
Pcr cent of grandavernge,. _____ .---_______ 103. 81 99.35 99.. 44 100. 65, 100. 74 ________ 100. 00 

Fleece weight, scOured: Number. of lIeeOO8___________~________ L_.__ 145 604 566 00 . T1 1,392 ________ 
Average weight,!:unds ______________ -~-- 4.03 3. 92 3. 97 4.18 3. 80 _____~__ 3.90 

Gre!::~ cent of gran average_____ ~___________ 101.77 98; 99 100.25 10..'1. 05 95. 96 ___,_~_~ 100.00 

. . Number of 1100008________________"________ 145 604 566 .50 T1 1,392 _______ _ 
Average weight, pounds__________________ 1.65 1. 46 1. li6 1..63 1. 68 ________ '1. 53 . 
Percent nt grand average _________..______ 107: 84 94. 77 101. 96 106; 54 109.80 ______~_ llJO, 00 

Length of staple: 
Number of lIeeOO8________________ .-------- 156 616 577 49 T1 1,424 ________ 
Average length, inches __________________ "_ 2. 23 2. 22 2. 22 2. 22 2.11 ________ 2. 22 

Fln:n:s~~~~Fnd ayerage____ . ------------ 100.45 100.00 100.00 100.00 95.05. ___"____ 100.00 

Number of lIeeces_________________________ 83 332' 338 32 23 808· ________ 
Average Jlnenessj'splnnlng ccuntL_______ 60.115 61.73 61.09 61.88. 59.91 ________ 61~ 31 
Per cento! granaaverage_________________ 98; 92 100. d9 .99.64 loo.ll3 97.72 ________ 100. 00 

Character of lIeece:. 25 1, 421 _______ _ . Number of lIeeOO8~________________________ 156 618 573 49· 
82. 6 ______._ 84.1Average character,· per cent of perfect.____ 83.1 84. 8 83.9 81. 9

.Per cent of grandaverage______ "'_________ 98.81 100.83 90C 76 97.38 98; 22 ~_ 100. 00 
Density of fleece: . 23 807 _______ _Number of 1100008_________________________ 83 332 337 32 

87.2' ________ . 85. 5Average density, per cent of perfecL___ 86. 0 86. 7 84.6 79.4
Per cent of grand av6rage _____________ ~_ 100. 58 101. 4(1. 98.95' 92. 87 .101. 99 ________ 1IlO. 00. 

MU'I''I'ON LEG 

A choice, plump, full, mutton le~ was not found on m()st of these 
Rambouillet ewes, as is shown in Table. 18. . The majority of them 
gradedinleg either good. or medium-that is; an average of 85 pr 75 
per cent, respectively. Length of staple aildcharll.cter of fleece were 
slightly favored by improvement. in the. conformation of the leg. 
Other tha~ those relationships, the influences of leg were not imp.or
tanto It IS well to note that a small percentage. of the ew~s grading 
as low or lower than 70 per cent in leg averaged the heaviest in fleece 
weig~ts and 1n the weights ?f gr~ase per fleec.e. Howev:er, ~he ewes 
grading medium and good III leg were practically as high III fleece 
weight as the grand averag9 for the whole group and they grew 
lohge~ staple. The few ewes grading choice in leg were the. ones 
that produced the lightest fleeces and. the ones grading goo"'and 
choice in leg were the ones that produced the lightest weights of grease 
per fleece. It should therefore be safe to conclude that especially \) 
c~oice, plump le~ development in Rambouille!S may be comparatively 
difficult to attam, but that good or approXllllately 85 per cent leg 
conformation is consistent with very good wool pl"oduction, according 
to the results of this investigation. 



.Itan8e aniiav~e: O{;(I;'IU'UOIHUIVeJOV-' 
ment 01 the legs. of 
·eent.olperfe«lt 

. Factor 
90;1 to 

100 

.' 95, 

94 
1.70 

111.11 

.512 667 95 
. Average 2.28 2.19 2..15 
Per .cent of grand 102. 70 98.65 96.65 

Fineness of fleece: 
Nwriber'of fleeces __ 45 284 374 49 

Average fineness, . 61.24 61.48 6i.M 61.47 

Per cent of grand 99.87 100.26 100.03 '100.24 


Character of fleece: Nuinber of fleeces ___________ 81 514 663 95 

Average character. per cent 65.5 65.1 83.6 & .. 0 

'Per cent of grand average_-------~--~----- iOl.66 101.19 99;41 ,98.,ll9 


Density of fleece:Number of fleeces ______________c__ 45 284 .373 49 
Average density. Per cent of perfect~___~_ 65.7 86.,2 - 65.1 83:6
Per cent of grand average _____ "__~ __ ----- 100.82 97.78100.23 99.53. 

CORRELATION OF FACT.ORSIN W:POL PRODUCTION 

Table 19 preserits the 139 coefficients of correla.tion with whi(j~ 
this bulletin is concerned. Each of these 'coefficients is based on a. 
tottll of exactly 990 frequencies (fleeces),andthroughout these-were 
the same 990 fleeces. It is assumed that many interested in sheep 
breeding and the facts contained in this bulletin are unaccustomed to 
thinking in terms of coefficients of correlation and for their,henefit a.
few explanations are here made. ' . . . {,' 

The formula used in determining these coefficients of correlation·is 
as. follows: . 

~~~(~:x~:) 
r 

'.2;.A 
2 

-'-(~A.. )2 X,', ..." , 2;".B2 :-',(2;B)2-V n ,n·. "Vn ..f!. 

In this formula r is the correlation:~oefficieiit, 4 represents tlte values: 
of one of the .factors under consid~l:ition, Ethe v-aluesof the other, 
factor, and n the mimberoffre<iuencies.~hi,~ formula is used for 
data that ru;e no~ a.ssembled,intofrequericy'dis~fibutio~s. ,Theprob-' 
abl«: errors ill this table have been· detelJIlllled by the use of the £01
lowmg formula: . _ " 

PE=0~674.5 (1-,-2) . 

. .In 
Here P E signifies probable error, r is the correlation coeffic~ent,imd. 
n. the number of frequencies. ' 

http:average_-------~--~-----iOl.66
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T,ABLE 19.-Coefficitmtso/correlation oj Jactor8 in woql prodU(!tion witlJ range RambouiUet ~heep, 
were complete in all rlJ8pect8 . 

I Fleece weIght, I Fleece wei!ht, I Weight of Weight of Welrt:tof Lengtliof .FlilelJesaof rieDsltyJFactor IIIXII' .. Ch~9f'" fleece . UDSCOured . scoure molsturo grease cl .t staple 

AI': of sheep________ ••• 0. 3003:1:0. 0195 -0.0307:1:0. 0214 0.2176:1:0.0204 0. 318ti:l:O. 0192 0. 3579:1:O.1~7 -0. 4m:l:O. 0177 (1)
F eece weight, un· 

scoured_••••••_••••_. • 6238= •0131 • 116M:!: • 0145 • 6273:1: • 0130 •8023:1: • 0076 -.OllJ:l: .0214 -0. 1247:1:0. 0211 
Fleece weight. Bcoured_ "':6238;h':iiiiii' • 3828:1: • 0183 ; 2122= .0204 .2931:1: ,0196 .2915:*1 .0196 -.1219:1: .0211 
Weight or moJsture•••~ .0664:1: .0145 '-':ii828;h':iii8ii' •2880:!: .0196. .41M:!: .0177' •.0li80:I: .0213 -. 1331:1: • 0210 
Weight or fieas8....... .6273:..• 0130 • 2122:1: • 0204 "':2ii8ii±':iiiDii' • 4059:1: • 0179 ,.... 2421:1: • 0201 -.0450::1:: .0214 
Weight of Irt••_•••__ • • 8023:1: • 0076 .2931:1: .0196 • 41M:I: .0177 '--:4059±':iii7O' ••_-••• -•••~ ••-~- - •.12118::1; •. 0210 -. 1072:1:' , 0212 
Length of Bta~_ •••••• :".onO:!: • 0214 • 2915:1: • 0196 • 0580:1: • 0213 -.2421=.• 0201. ':".121l8:1: • 0210 ••__.••••••_•••• -- -.040.1:1: ,0214 
Fineness of II •••• _•• -.1247:1: .0211 -.1219:1: .0211 -.1331= .0210 ~. (}ISO:l: .0214 -.1072:1: ,0212 ~.0403:1: .02H 
Character of neece._~•• •0031~ .0214 • 17~:I: .IY.nI .0358:1: .0214 -. 1048:1: •(~12 -.Cl\IIlC!;I:: .0212 •• ~2:1: .0194 "-:ii8ii;h-::ii2ii' 
Density of fleece••••••• • 2438:1: • 0201 .1696:1: • 0208 .1013:1: .0212 • 2002:1: ,0205 .11K13:1: .0206 -. 1675:1: • 0'al!I • 2134:1:;, 0204 
Face coverlng ••_••••_. • 0566:1: .• 0213 .0421:1: .0214 •0990:!: .0212 .0412:1: .0214 .0214:1: .0214 ; 0528::1; .0213 -.0667:1: ,0218
Neck folds •• ~••.••••__ • -.2658:1: .0199 -.0775:1: .0213 -.2952:1: .0195 • 01178:1: ; 0213 
Body weight (yearling} .1618:1: .0206 .0552:1: • 0213 • 1237:1: .0211 .2347::1i .I)'»J
Mutton type. __ ._••••• • lU85:t: • 0206 .0463:1: .0214 •0986:1: • 0212 I -.0961:1: '; 0212 -.00311:1: .0214 
MuttoncondltlOD_•••• -.0610:!: .0"213 .0549:1: .0213 -.1022:1:.• 0212 I .• 1621:1: .0208 -.,0707: •.0213 
Mutton hack_•• _.~~~ __ • 0492:1: • Ir.U3 ;03M:!: .0214 .0357:1: .0214 I -.0027= .02H • 1011:1: .0212 
Mutton rump••••••••• : 1720:1: • 0208 • O78O:t: .0213 • 1049:1: • 0212 I)' -. 0220:!: .0214 -. 03Ilil=, 0214:
Muttonl;,g•••__ •••:~_~ .90(17= .0214 .0415:1: .0214 .0477:1: .0214 I) .~.0212. • 0(l61:1: .0214 

-"l~' -··1·... -;=:~ 
1 Data not compiled beca~ fineness and density were scored. only lor learllng lle_: (Bee ·PP. ~o and 11;) 
I Pata. not complied because rt'i:arded uniDiportant. (See liP. 10 and 1 .). . 

:/ 
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If the correlation between two factors is exactly perfect the co
efficient would be 1. For example, should the weights of each fleece 
(unscoured) increase exactly by the same proportionate rate, respec
tively~ as the weights of each of these same fleeces when scoured, such 
a correlation would be regarded as perfect and by the above formula 
would be expressed in the coefficient 1. Reference to Table 19 shows 
that the actual correlation of these two factors is 0.6238, and that the 
probable error is ± 0.0131. In other words, the correlation between 
the weights of the scoured fleeces and the we~ghts of the unscoured 
fleeces is not perfect, but it is sufficiently significant to indicate that 
the heaviest unscoured fleeces are much more likely to have the 
greatest weights of actual or clean wool .than they are to have the 
lightest weights of clean wool. Stated in another way, this co
efficient 0.6238 means that as the unscoured fleeces increase in weight 
there is a rather strong tendency for weights of actual or clean wool 
in them to increase. 

The nearer the coefficients get to 1 the more perfect is the correlation. 
If it should happen that this coefficient 0.6238 was negative it would 
be expressed as -0.6238, which would mean that as the unscoured 
fleeces increase in weight their weights of scoured clean wool would 
tend to decrease, or conversely, there would be a tendency for clean 
weights per fleece to inc.rease as the unscoured weights per fleece 
decrease. As this reverse or negative correlation would increase in a 
negative direction the coefficients whiche}.llress such a situation 
would become larger, approaching -1 as they approach an absolute 
nega.tive correlation. vVhen the coefficients become rather sma.ll the 
consideration of their respective probable errors becomes important, . 
for in order to be significant the correlation coefficient must be at 
least three tinies as large 8S its probable error. 

The interpretation of the coefficients in Table 19 are based very 
largely on the accepted standard which may for convenience be ca.lled 
"the direction of values "-i. e., the value of age increases as the sheep 
get older, a.ll the values of factors expressed in weights increase as 
the weights become greater; the values in the factor, length of staple, 
increase as the lengths become longer; the values in fineness of fiber 
increase as the fineness becomes greater, which means that the diam
eter of the fiber becomes less; values in character of fleece increase 
8S the excellence of character becomes greater; values in density of 
fleece increase as the fleeces become more dense; values in face cover-. 
ing increase as the covering of wool over the face decreases; values in . 
neck folds increase as the folding or wrinkling of the skin about the 
neck decreases; values in mutton type increase with the improvement 
in excellence of type; values in mutton condition increase as the sheep 
become fatter or in better condition of flesh and thrift; and the values 
in mutton back, mutton rump, and mutton l~g increase with improve
ment in the conformation of the sheep in back, rump, and leg. By 
ke-~ping this stlUldard of values, or "direction of values," clearly in mind 
one should have no difficulty in the interpretation of these coefficients. 

As the sheep got older there was a tendency for their unscoured 
J!leeces to weigh more. In the case of their scoured fleeces the influence 
of age was such that for the entire group of 990 fleeces coming from 
sheep ranging in age from 1 to 7 years there seems to be no appreciable 
linear correlation. Reference to Table 1 shows that a~e had a very 
pronounced effect on the scoured-fleece weight, but that It was positive 
only up to 3 years of age and genera.lly negative beyond that age 
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As the sheep became older the moisture in their fleeces hfl.d a very slight 
tendency to increase, the weight of the grease per.fleece increased, the 
weight of the dirt increased, the length of the staple got shorter,and the 
character of their fleeces had a slight tendency to become less choice. 

The unscoured fleeces that weighed the most were the ones that 
usually had the greatest weights of clean wool, moisture, grease, and 
dirt. The weight of the unscoured fleeces did Dot seem to affect the 
length of the staple to any appreciable extent. There was. a slight 
tendency for the heavier fleeces to be a trifle coarser, but there seemed 
to be practically no effect of unscoured-f!.eece weight on the character 
of the fleeces. As the weight of the unscoured fleeces became greater 
there was some tendency for their density to be greater. 

The scoured-fleece weights became greater as the weights became 
greater in the unscoured fleeces, and in the moisture, grease, and dirt 
per fleece. The length of staple was generally longer, the fineness a 
triHe less, and the character and density of the fleeces slightly more 
excellent as the yields of clean wool per fleece increased. 

Weight of moisture per fleece increased as there was an advance 
in the weights of fleeces, both unscoured and scoured, and as the 
weights became greater in grease and dirt. There seemed to be 
practically no relation between weight of moisture and length of 
staple. There seemed to be a very slight tendency for the greater 
weights of moisture per fleece to occur in the coarser but denser 
fleeces. There was practically no relation between weight of moisture 
and character of fleece. . 

Weight of grease per fleece was found to be greatest in the hE1avie~t 
fleeces, both UDscoured and scoured; in the fleeces having the greatest 
wei~hts of moisture and dirt; in those with a shorter staple; in those 
haVIng a trifle poorer character; and in those having a slightly greater 
density. There seemed to be no appreciable relation between the 
weight of grease per fleece and the fineness of the fiber. 

Weigh t of dirt per fleece was positively and very strongly associated 
with weight of the unscoured fleeces, and fairly well associated with 
weight in the scoured fleeces, also with the weight of moisture and' 
grease per fleece. There was a slight tendency for the weights of dirt 
to be greatest in the fleeces that were a trifle shorter in staple, a trifle 
coarser, slightly less choice in character, and somewhat the more dense. 

Length of staple had no appreciable influence on the weight of 
unscoured wool per fleece, but increase in the length of staple was asso
ciated with it substantial increase in the weight of clean wool per fleece, 
as shown by the coefficient 0.2915 ± 0.0196, for it will be noted that this 
coefficient is nearly 15 times as large as its probable error. Greater 
lengths of staple were correlated with less grease, slightly less dirt, bet
ter character, and a little less density. There was no appreciable 
influence of lell.gth of star~e on the fineness of fiber or weight of moisture, 

'As the fineness of wool in these fleeces increased there was a slight 
t~ndency toward decreases in weights of fleeces, both unscoured and 
scoured, and in weights of moisture and dirt per fleece. Fineness of 
wool did not have a significantinHuence on the weight of grease nor did 
it have any definite effect on the length 9f staple. As the wool became 
finer there was a very slight tendency for improvement in the character 
of the fleeces and there was some increase in the density of the fleeces. 

The character of the fleeces had practically no influence on the 
weight of unscoured fleeces nor on the weight of moisture in themr 

..t , 

:; 
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but as the character improved,. the weights of clean wool per fleece 
increased slightly and there was a trifle lower weight of grease and 
dirt per fleece. As the fleeces became more excellent in character 
the length of the staple increased and they became slightly finer. 
Character had no significant influence on density . 

.As the fleeces became more dense there was some tendency for the 
fleece weights to increase. This tendency was a little stronger for 
the unscoured-fleeee weights than it was for the scoured-fleece weights, 
but it was really significant for both. This same positive influence 
of density also applied to the weights of moisture, grease, and dirt 
per fleece. The fleeces of greater density were as a rule slightly 
shorter in staple and a little finer, but as was implied in the abo'\'"e 
paragraph density of fleece did not have any significant influence on 
character of fleece. ; 

Face covering as measured by the coefficient of correlation had no 
strongly significant influence on any of the-nine factors in wool pro
duction here considered. Although .none of the coefficients that ex
press the relationship of face covering to the various factors in wool 
production are large enough to justify serious consideration, there is 
nothing in them that would indicate any worth-while advantage in 
heavy covering of wool over the face. The practical benefits of 
freedom from heavy face covering may be seen in Tables 11 and 19. 

Freedom from neck folds is associated with lighter weights of wool, 
moisture, grease, and dirt per fleece, greater length of staple, and 
somewhat less density. The coefficients that expres.c; the correlation 
between neck folds and fleece weights show that the weight of actual 
clean wool in the fleece is only '\'"ery slightly affected by neck folds. 
In fact, the coefficient -0.0775 is only 3.64 times the size of its prob
able error, ± 0.0213. Thus, this correlation can not be seriously con
sidered. However, the coefficient -0.2658 is 13.36 times the size of 
its probable error, ±0.0199, which makes it really significant and 
expresses t.he fact that smooth-necked ewes have rather lighter 
unscoured-fleece weights than the ewes with more folds about their 

. necks. Lighter weights of grease and dirt per fleece are just about 
as strongly associated with smoothness about the sheep's neck as 
are the light.er weights of unscoured wool per fleece associated with 
smoothness of neck. Stated in another way, it is evident that the 
smooth-necked ewes ~elded fleeces a little lighter in the unscoured 
state but only very slightly lighter in actual clean wool than the ewes 
that were more heavily folded about the neck. Furthermore, the 
smooth-necked ewes yielded fleeces that were freer from heavy 
weights of grease and dirt, longer in staple, slightly finer, of 8. little 
higher character, and less dense than the fleeces from the more 
wrinkled ewes. 

Greater body weight was associ!l.ted with slightly greater weights 
of unscoured wool, but there was no real significance in the linear 
correlation between body weight and actual yields of clean wool. 
However, Table 13 shows that scoured-fleece weights advance with 
body weight up to body weight of about 100 pounds and then a 
slight decline in clean-fleece weights is associated with greater body 
weights. There was a tendency for the heavier weights to be asso
ciated with a little more grease, slightly shorter length of staple, 
greater fineness, and more density. Body weight did not seem to 
influence the character of the wool. 

http:light.er
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Ewes of the better mutton type had slightly heavfer.fleeces of 
unscoured wool. This is, however, modified a trifle byihe fleeces 
of greater weight coming from ewes that graded low in type as 
shown in Table 14. But these heavy fleeces from off-type .ewes are 
relatively so very few that the correlation is quite strongly for 
heavier fleeces from the better-type ewes. The linear correlation 
between type and clean-wool yield is really not significant; but, 
again, one may note in Table 14 that the heaviest yields of clean wool 
are from the very few ewes scoring low in type. A trifle more grease 
and a trifle shorter staple came from good-type ewes rather than from 
ewes less desirable in mutton type. This factor, type, did not have 
any significant influence on fineness, character, or density of fleece. 

Mutton condition was, on the whole, positively associated with a 
little greater length of staple, only a trifle less fineness, and slightly 
less grease. OtherWise, condition had no significant influence on 
the wool factors here considered. 

There was a rather weak suggestion that the better mutton backs 
were associated with a trifle finer wool, and with fleeces having a 
shade more density, but otherwise the wool factors here considered· 
were practically unaffected by the conformation of the back. 

The sq uarest mutton rumps were found on ewes that yielded slightly 
heavier weights of· wool and grease per fleece. Other wool factors 
under consideration were not affected by the conformation of the 
rump to any 3ignifican t degree. 

The plumpest legs of mutton were very slightly associated with 
greater length of staple and improvement in the character of the 
fleeces. Othel' wool factors were not significantly affected by the 
plumpness of the leg. 

SUMMARY 

The results reported in this bulletin are based on studies of pure
bred, range Rambouillet ewes that were produced and maintained 
under practical range conditions of the intermOlmtain region at the 
United States sheep e).."})eriment station, Dubois, Idaho. The scoring 
of the fleeces and sheep and the shearing and sampling of the fleeces 
alt.!> took place at that station. The determinations of clean wool, 
moisture, grease, and dirt per fleece were conducted in the wool-sconring 
laboratory of the animal husbandry experiment farm, Beltsville, Md., 
and the statistical analyses of these data were worked out in Wash
ington, D. C. 

The factor, age of sheep, had its most important influence on 
length of staple, which became shorter per fleece as the age ad
vanced. The fleeces from 3-year-old ewes averaged the heaviest 
and those from ewes older than 5 years ayeraged lowest in character. 

The unscoured-fleece weights were very strongly associated with 
the weights of the dirt. they contained, the heaviest fleeces having 
the greatest weights of dirt. These heaviest fleeces of lmscoured 
wool also contained the most clean wool, grease,aoo moisture. The 
correlation between the weights of unscoured wool and scoured wool 
was quite significant, the weights of unscoured wool being the very • 
best factor for indicating the weight of scoured wool per fleece. As 
the clean-wool fleece weights increased. there was an increase in the 
weights of moisture, grease, and dirt, and in the length of staple and 
character and density of fleece, but a very sharp reduction in the 
proportion of clean wool to moisture, grease, and dirt. 
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The greater weights of moisture per fleece were found in the 
heavier fleeces and in fleeces containing the greater weights of clean 
wool, grease, and dirt. However, the proportion of the weights of 
wool, grease, and dirt to moisture decreased as the weight of the 
moisture per fleece increased. 

The weights of grease per fleece were heaviest in the fleeces having 
the greatest weights of UDscoured wool and dirt, and to some extent 
in the fleeces having the most clean wool and moisture, but mgeneral 
those fleeces with the greatest weights of grease had a tendency to 
be shorter in staple. On the other hand, the proportion of clean 
wool, moisture, and dirt to grease decreased very sharply as the 
weight of the grease increased. 

The correlation between the weight of dirt and the weight of 
unscoured wool per fleece (0.8023 ± 0.0076) was the highest correla
tion found among all the factors studied. Furthermore, an increase 
in the weights of dirt was accompanied by increased weights of clean 
wool, moisture, and grease, but there were consistent decreases in 
the proportion of dirt to clean wool, moisture, and grease. 

Increased length of staple was associated with improved character 
of fleece, greater weight of scoured wool, less grease and dirt, and a 
little less density. 

The finest fleeces had a little tendency to be more dense and of a little 
higher character but of lighter weight, both unscoured and scoured. 

Improvement in the character of the fleeces was associated with 
longer staple, a little heavier weight of clean wool, a trifle less grease 
and dirt, and slightly finer fiber.: . 

Increased density in the fleeces was correlated with greater weights 
of unscoured wool, scoured wool, moisture~ grease and dirt, slightly 
shorter staple, and a little finer fiber. 

Ewes free from heavy face covering or wool blindnes& yielded 
slightly heavier fleeces, both unscoured and scoured, and no impor
tant advantages were found as 8. result of heavy covering of wool over 
the faces of the ewes. 

Freedom from folds was correlated with greater length of staple, 
a trifle greater fineness of fiber, a little higher chaI'acter of fleece, 
somewhat lighter unscoured-fleece weights, a very slight reduction in 
clean-wool weights, considerably less grease and dirt, and less density. ' 

Yearling body weights of the ewes increased with greater density, 
and fineness of fleece and slightly heavier weights of unscoured wool. 
The heaviest scoured-fleece weights were from ewes having sheared 
yearling body weights ranging from 80 to 110 pounds, or medium 
to moderately heavy for yearling range ewes. The proportion of 
the body weights to weights of wool and grease decreased as the body 
weights became heavier. 

Mutton conformation in type, condition, back, rump, and leg had 
no very important influence on the various factors in wool production. 
Improvement in type and rump was related to a little more weight 
in the unscoured fleeces. Ewes averaging good or about 85 per cent 
perfect in mutton condition as yearlings produced the fleeces that 
averaged slightly the longest in staple. Other influences of mutton 
factors on wool production were either very minor or insignificant. 
On the whole these results suggest that good mutton conformation 
may have some adv'lIltages and substantially no disadvantages in 
efficient wool production. 
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